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Abstract
The main purpose of this review is to analyze and categorize the innovations in
the public sector and their possible reasons to fail. There are many examples from
literature review that have a conclusion in this classification and the target is for the
next possible inventors to follow this list of not to do steps in order to avoid possible
failures and take the right decisions. Also, there are describing some types of failure’s
innovation that we could face up and we make a categorization about the field of the
failure and the types that exist. Some of them are economic, lack of resources either
human resources or in another field and decisions that are against policy interests.
Moreover, this review has begun to analyze and categorize the innovations in the
public sector and their possible reasons for failure. In order to be able to understand
the reasons that lead to failure a chapter with the meaning of innovation and the ease
of the implementation in the public sector have been included.
There are many examples of literature review that focus on finding the reason
that led an innovative project to its failure so as the next possible inventors to follow
right decisions that will result in the successful implementation. However, there are
many types of innovations and each one has its own characteristics and area where it
takes place. In this paper we are going to examine open innovations and the four basic
categories of innovations in the public sector which are divided in product, process,
communication and organization. As for the place, there have been identified some
case studies that focus on the clusters of implementation in the sectors of education,
construction and health care. Furthermore, according to the type of governance the
clusters defers so different types of them have been included. Lastly, the possible
failures that a public organization can face up are categorized according to the field
that they are applied to. Some of these clusters are, the economic factors, poor
leadership, lack of human and material resources, governmental policies and all of
them are modified in order to match with the environment that they appear in.

Keywords: public sector innovation, process innovation, product innovation,
organizational innovation, open innovation and failure, types of failure public sector
innovation
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Introduction
Nowadays, it is very relevant to the need of something new and innovative
especially in the public sector field. That is the reason why this systematic literature
review takes place. In order to define some innovations that have already been
published, but many of them are not much more than a big failure. Also, if someone
reads this paper, he will be able to notice the weaknesses of some coming up
innovations and predict feasible solutions in order to avoid possible failures.
Particularly, the public sector consists of general government like public
administration entities at all levels of government, regulatory agencies, publiclyowned corporations and government entities that provide services such as education,
health and security (De Vries et al.2016).
Many people try to define innovation, but usually it has not only one definition
and this happens because it is someone’s “spark of the moment”. A regular definition
is that is an idea or an object that has not been discovered or published yet (De Vries et
al.2016). The characteristics of innovation are ease in use of innovation, relative
advantage, compatibility and trial ability (Arundel et al.2019). There are four
individual types of innovations which are product, process, organizational and
communication. Especially a product or service innovation refers to a service or good
that is new or much more improved compared to existing ones and it could split more
in the administrative process innovation and the technological process innovation
(Arundel et al.2019). A process innovation is the improvement of quality and
efficiency of the production, involving enhanced equipment and skills of the
employees and their support teams. Moreover, organizational innovation concerns the
methods of organizing and how they can differentiate from existing ones, this involves
the changes about the management system (De Vries et al.2016). Finally,
communication innovation is about the promotion of the organization and their
products or ideas will be known in the public. In order to be effective something like
that needs to be very different from the existing communication methods (Moore et al
2008). It seems that the largest number of trials have the administrative process
innovation.
Common motivating forces to public sector innovation are political ambition,
public demand including business, tightening resources and some add the collective
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articulation of aspects and the financial savings. Additionally, we can define three
main objectives (Arundel et al.2019). Firstly, the enhancing of the public sector with
an internal focus of policies and initiatives. Second, an external focus on improving
services about policies and initiatives and lastly the impact on citizens and businesses
which have all the policies and initiatives with a focus on promoting innovation in
other sectors (Moore et al 2008).
The part of the failure in one innovation always cogitate researchers trying to
find defense measurements in each case and understand the reason why the results fail.
One inhibitory factor for many firms in order to give a big amount of effort and
resources is the fact that innovation hides many risks and uncertainties (Andersen et al
2018). Some of the reasons why innovations fail are the policy’s decisions, the lack of
economic resources, the lack of human resources, the lack of management or
teamwork or organization even though the environmental conditions. For many
failures what is responsible for are the preconditions and not the procedure.
The purpose of this paper was to present a systematic review of the literature
on innovation in the public sector and the reasons why many of them fail. It could
definitely happen in order to avoid failures and restructuring the basic ideas into
successes. The success method will be analyzed below.
Innovation in the public sector has a long history. For example, it has to be
stated that the first who used computers were the people that were working in public
servants organizations. The most opinions and researches about the innovations in the
public sector come from surveys that have examined the private sector. However,
there was not a clear distinction between administrative disputes that exist between
these two areas (Kamarck (2004), Halvorsen et al. (2005)). The recent research about
innovation in the public sector focuses mostly on technological diffusion innovations,
rather than in the production of innovations per se (Beldekou, 2008).
There are a lot of research programs that explore and compare the trends in the
public and private sector organizations. A great example is that of Canada where
research has shown that technological innovations and innovations related to the
organization were very popular. According to these surveys 80% of the public
organizations showed great improvement of their administrative practices as well as
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organizational structures. On the other hand the same percentage in the private sector
organizations was close to 38% (Earl, 2002, 2004).
Innovation in the public sector is a meaning with a great ambiguity compared
to the same term in the private sector (Hartley, 2005). This ambiguity can be explained
by the fact that the major aim of the public sector is not the financial gain, but the
changes into the organization that can improve the relationship between the
organization with the citizens but also among the members of the organization (Kaul,
1997). Furthermore, another difference between these two sectors is that,
in innovations in the public sector, more time is required in order for an innovation to
occur because of the hierarchical structure that is applicable to most public bodies
(Halvorsen et al. 2005). Lastly, the problem in the public sector is that there are no
departments with the responsibilities of making research depending on their own
budget and as a result there are rarely financial resources available for the conception,
production and implementation of successful innovations (Hartley, 2005).

The birth of innovation in public sector

Borin was the first researcher that held the first systematic studies about the
whole project of innovation in the public sector (1998, 2000). He mostly directed his
studies for the public sector, in countries that belong to the Economic Organization of
Cooperation and Development. The conclusion of his studies was that the public
sector has created a totally different environment for the private sector. Furthermore,
he pointed out the chances for the public sector to innovate and that the most
innovations that are born have no commercial ambition.
More precisely, one of Borins’ greatest discoveries was that the most initiatives
in the sector were started by middle and front-line executives rather than politicians.
Another fact that has to be mentioned is that the above classes of executives were in
charge of 50% of the innovation process whereas the same percentage is 25% for
CEOs, 21% for the politicians and the other 4% was held by other shorter professional
groups (Borin 2002). Except for the above findings, there is also information about the
place that innovation takes place. In particular, according to Borin’s investigation, it
has been shown that they start from places that are far away from the central office.
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Concerning the initiatives of people responsible for the introduction of
innovative actions, Borin proceeded into doing a categorization (2002). Notably, he
referred to initiatives (2000):
●

That was acquired by the political system, like legislation and the possible
pressure by the politics.

●

That derives with the arrival of new headship in the organization.

●

That is the result of a crisis.

●

That arises by the introduction of new technologies that come from the models
of exploration and exploitation.

●

That is born of internal problems.

There is a general perception about the source of innovations in the public
sector. It is wrongly believed that they usually occur from a crisis as a manner of
dealing with the crisis. However, according to Borin, more than 50% of the
innovations in the sector are performed for the restitution of internal problems or the
enhancement of an already existing technology. Another matter that is also of great
importance has to do with creation of technologies as a result of strategic planning or
as a random discovery. As stated by Borin, both scenarios can be observed in the
public sector. Strategic planning is better in the emergence of the existence of projects
that are requiring a lot of effort by a group of partners. However, even in small scale
projects that require the contribution of simple employees, the chances to innovate are
also great.
On the other hand, it is also possible for an innovation to be discovered by
mistake. During a process of dealing with an everyday problem, it is possible that its
solution lies to a new idea. An idea that recommends an innovation, if it has never
been practiced. Even if this idea is not going to address, it will act as a great start of
something greater. Furthermore, Borin’s research was fundamental into uncovering
the importance of communication among the different levels of administrative power
which has a great contribution to the implementation of innovations in public
organizations. Borins’ upshots can be matched with the ones of Light (1998). Light
after conducting research in different public organizations observed that the need for
innovation is of great value in this sector.
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Failure of government led public sector innovations

There have been studies for the causes of failure in innovative projects.
Sometimes, the government is trying to implement projects to make the life of the
citizens of its country better (Goodman and Love, 1980). For this reason there have
been many innovation plans with only purpose to help the above goal.
By focusing on innovation, the government anticipates, also, to create a
stronger economy and this is another reason why innovative projects are of great
importance. However, according to researchers there have been many incidents of
failure due to the variety of factors that may lead to the project’s abundance (Frimpong
et al., 2003; Sambasivan and Soon, 2007; Sweis et al., 2008; Shehu et al., 2014).
The innovative projects of the government have a direct but also indirect
impact on the residences of each country. They act as a source of growth and job
development (Ofori, 2012; Amoatey et al., 2015). Consequently, the impact of a
possible failure would be of great importance for the people but also for the
government itself. That is the main reason why the factors that affect these projects
have been investigated.
Furthermore, usually the projects consist of a huge amount of partners with
different specializations, knowledge and performances. This diversity among the
partners can lead to disputes that may influence negatively the whole procedure.
Leadership, especially when it comes from the side of government, can have a
vital role in the failure of the projects (Al‐Kharashi and Skimore, 2009). Especially in
developing countries leadership is an inhibitory factor in combination with culture and
beliefs.
The culture and the beliefs of a country can have a great impact in innovative
projects in the public sector. Nevertheless, culture and beliefs do not act negatively by
themselves but sometimes they can be combined with bad managerial practices
(Heeks, 2002, 2006; Saad et al., 2002; Muriithi and Crawford, 2003; Alsakini et al.,
2004; Maube et al., 2008; Amid et al., 2012).
Additionally the roles of bureaucracy and corruption are also crucial in these
projects that concern public organizations.
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Inhibitory factors to the successful implementation of innovation

The basic reasons that affect implementation of innovations can be divided into
two groups: the internal and external clusters. In the category of the external clusters
belong the school culture, the way of thinking by the side of the educational staff and
the indifference whereas in the second category belongs the bureaucracy, financial
funds and lack of supplies. Those categories have two common characteristics. The
number one is that the educational staff will agree into implementing innovative ideas
that comes from the management only if they are aware of its value and the second
one is that teachers in order to implement change must be that they really needed
among the classroom environment (Kiprianos & Theodoropoulos 2017; Guile, 2003).
Further investigations held by researchers have reported that the lack of the
external nature of innovation can lead to its failure. More specifically they believed
that a successful implementation requires the creation of bonds with other local
institutions. By doing this there is a better chance for an exchange of knowledge to
occur, as well as finding a partner to support the innovation. With the support of the
local community the chances of discovering new financial or human resources that can
help to fulfil the implementation of innovation till the end and creating a positive
environment for a possible change, are great (Sharma 2005).
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Chapter 1: Methodology
1.1. Literature search
Two techniques have been selected in order to conduct this research. The time
period that has been chosen has a wide range, so not to exclude some useful
information, like the time interval of seven decades from 1956 until today as it was
used in this occasion. The first step was an electronic search in four databases, Scopus,
Springer, IEEE Xplore and Semantic Scholar, to ensure that is included a broad range
of scientific output. The search term started with the words “public sector innovation”,
which generated more than 30,000 studies. Also, the searching extended with the types
of innovation, the places that they can be applied in the sub-sectors of the public sector
and the reasons for their possible failure. The second searching technique refers to
journals articles and books using Google e-books with similar information sources.

1.2. Eligibility criteria
Studies from the initial research have been included in this systematic review
when they met all the following inclusion criteria. Firstly, the field of the studies
should include public sector innovation. Then, the studies should contain the word
innovation or any of its derivatives in their title or in their abstract or in both of them.
For the first round of searching it was not necessary the word public to be presented in
the title or in the abstract and as a result there was a wide range of objective examples
that later became more distinct. Only empirical studies are included in this research,
which they refer to as public sector innovation. The languages of the studies that were
used in this paper to be written, were English and Greek. Moreover, the journal
articles and the books that have been used are only from well-established publishers in
the field of public administration and innovation.
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1.3. Study selection
Totally, it was scanning around 8,000 studies and eventually included only 327
of them. In the first step the studies were screened by their titles or their abstracts or
both and checking if all the inclusion criteria are met. For example, if the word
innovation or anyone of its derivatives exist in the title or in the abstract. In the second
step the studies analyzed reading the full introduction or full text, it depends on the
occasion. In this step was excluded the most amount of inappropriate studies for our
research, because either they were out of the subject of this review or they had a
specific theoretical background, which could not be possible to be analyzed in this
research.
In combination with the above sources, the study of 327 different papers that
were analyzing the different types of innovation that take place in the public sector
provided a great assistance into shaping the following table.

Diagram 1: Paper’s sources and selection criteria

Records scanned based on
publication titles and abstracts
(n=8,000 )

Papers identified
through Scopus
(n=2,500)
Papers identified
through Springer
(n=2,500)
Papers identified
through IEEE Xplore
(n=1,800)
Papers identified
through Semantic
Scholar (n=1,000)
Journal articles (n= 50)

Google e-books (n=150)
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Records scanned
based on publication
titles and abstracts
(n= 8,000)

Records excluded
(n=4,000)

Records scanned by
full reading
introduction or
article (n=4,000)

Records excluded
(n=3,807)

Records included in
review (n=193)
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Chapter 2: Innovation and its characteristics

2.1. Different types of innovations in the public sector
As it can be understood the most common innovations are the ones that belong
into the process category whereas the least popular is conceptual innovation.
The information that has been included in this thesis consists of 193 papers.
The 80 of them involve process innovation. 31 papers involved product innovation
whereas the communication innovation papers that have been included were 28.
Furthermore, conceptual innovation papers were 8 and 6 papers of open innovation
were also included. Governance innovation refers to around 19 papers where 32
belong to more general types of innovation.

Table 1: Types of innovation in public sector
Types

Article No

Total

Process Innovation

1,2,5,6,8,10,12,14,20,21,23,26,27,28,
29,31,35,36,37,39,48,49,51,52,61,63,
64,67,69,72,73,75,76,78,79,80,82,83,
84,88,89,97,98,100,102,107,108,111,
112,113,120,124,125,128,129,130,
131,134,136,137,140,141,143,149,
151,155,158,165,168,171,178,179,
182,183,184,185,187,190, 191,193

80

Product Innovation

6,12,14,19,23,26,27,28,34,38,40,43,
46,56,68,70,71,76,81,86,98,107,109,
111,113,120,133,138, 160,170,173

31

Communication Innovation

4,6,12,14,22,24,26,27,28,30,54,74,76,
82,92,100, 104,108,113,126,127,
132,133,145,149,157,159,174
4,6,26,27,28,75,107,125
10,37,46,90,99,105
34,40,43,60,66,91,93,94,95,109,116,
131,140,156,157,158,162,169,170
3,16,24,33,37,50,53,57,58,60,62,65,
66,78,79,91,93,95,97,108,111,113,
115,119,123,136,142,147,161,163,
170,173

28

Conceptual Innovation
Open Innovation
Governance Innovation
Other

8
6
19
32
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The following sections include the goals and the expected results can be used
as tools in order to describe the characteristics of the eligible studies that were found
and plus to give an answer to the research questions below. Based on the results, a
categorization about the types of innovation in the public sector and their reason for
failure can be made.

2.2. Reasons to innovate
All over the world there is a great demand for public services. The public
governments try to develop the public services with the help of technological
innovations. Technological innovations can improve not only the efficiency but also
the effectiveness of those services (Albury 2005; Kohli and Mulgan 2010).
In the past few years there are great examples of successful innovations,
however when it comes to new technologies the numbers show otherwise (Davis et al.
2010; Franza and Grant 2006). There are many reports that are mentioning the failure
of technology innovations but this does not have to do with the innovation itself but
probably with the challenges of the effective spread of the innovation that is presented
usually in the public sector.
According researchers, like Borins (2002) there are three obstacles when it
comes to the implementation of an innovation:
❖ The strong resistance to change.
In contrast with private organizations, the public sector lacks competitive
pressures. The lack of competitive pressure does not force the organization to
innovate but it keeps him into maintaining its current level (Mulgan and
Albury 2003; Borins 2006; Damanpour and Schneider2009).
❖ Risk disinclination
The public profile of this sector makes it difficult to manage technical risks
because a possible failure will be judged by society (Chesbrough 2004).
❖ Hierarchical structure
In the public sector there is a hierarchical structure and the public servants tend
to expect from their superiors to make a suggestion for a change (Parker, Paun,
and McClory 2009). As a result there are a few initiatives from the inferiors to
the senior managers (Greenhalgh et al. 2004).
18

In some papers the role of business models have been examined as well as their
contribution to the successful implementation of an innovation. However, there is a
little literature review about the use of business models by the governments. The
governments themselves around the globe are in a constant exploration of alternative
models so as to improve their functioning.
There are consequences when it comes to the cooperation of private
organizations with public organizations, a process which is described as a
commercialization partnership. The public organizations are focusing mostly into the
improvement or provision of their public services whereas the private organizations
care about the diffusion of their technologies in the public sector. However, a
successful partnership can be established only if the managers of a private sector focus
more into the citizens and the possible improvements of their technologies rather than
the technology itself.
Additionally, the stakeholders also need to proceed in certain engagements.
There is known that the stakeholders from the part of the public sector are coping with
an environment with great complexity and this is why well skilled partners from the
private sectors are required. With their skills these stakeholders (from the private
sector) are often asked to fill the gap of lack of knowledge by the other part of the
project. If there was not this cooperation then there would be more possibilities for a
possible failure of the innovation.
Lastly, there is a need for the establishment of legal and contractual structures
as well as working mechanisms beforehand.

2.3. The connection between success and failure
The scholars that have been found focus mostly into finding the extent of the
dependence between innovation novelty and failure. According to authors, failure is
actually part of the whole innovation process (Gino & Pisano, 2011; Scotchmer,
2004). When an organization decides to proceed into developing and innovating with
great novelty then it is more than certain that more technological sources than the
existing ones will be needed. (Danneels &Kleinschmidtb, 2001; Townsend, 2010). If
there is a great and unbalance between the existing human and technological resources
and the ones that are really needed so as the innovation to succeed, then there is a
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bigger possibility for the failure of the project (Cabral, 2003; Conti, 2014; Garcia &
Calantone, 2002; Magazzini et al., 2012).
Both success and failure are characterized by asymmetry (Hoetker & Agarwal,
2007; Madsen & Desai, 2010; Mata & Woerter, 2013; Singh & Fleming, 2010).
Balachandra, et. al. (2016) found in their studies that is more difficult to terminate an
ongoing unsuccessful innovation rather than to start a new one for the reason that this
may lead to the increase of the uncertainty of future projects as well as loss of selfmotivation of the people that have been involved (Jani, 2011; Staw & Ross, 1987).
Moreover, the manager of the organization must have the appropriate abilities in order
to terminate an innovation at the stages of the conception, if he thinks that it will
eventually fail. The inability of some highly positioned people to predict the outcome
of an innovation and the possible obstacles that will be found among the way, is one of
the main reasons for failure in the public sector innovations.

2.4. Factors that affect innovative projects

There is a great variety of factors that affect the innovations in the public sector.
Firstly, the cultural factors must be discussed. According to Hofstede (1989) there are
five main parts of culture, on a national level, that can affect innovations. This
includes:
❖ Power Distance
❖ Individualism
❖ Masculinity
❖ Uncertainty avoidance
❖ Long-Term Orientation and Indulgence

Furthermore, the different political parties can influence innovative projects.
Since the establishment of democracy, the existence of multiple parties can act as an
inhibitory factor for the implementation of an innovation, for the simple reason that
the leaders of each party are no more accountable for their actions by the side of their
supporters. Therefore the leaders can proceed to manipulation of the system for their
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own personal gain (Besley, 2007). This is one of the main reasons for the fragility of
innovative projects held by the government in the public sector.
Additionally, the public administration system can damage a successful
implementation. In many countries, especially in the administration system, there has
been observed an enormous amount of institutional bottlenecks and a general
weakness. Likewise, Amoako and Lyon (2014) stated that the obstacles that exist in
the sector can also affect the social media operations.
In some countries, as stated by their constitution, the president gathers at his
person a great amount of power and he can use it in order to appoint positions in the
public sector to people that they do not meet the criteria (Damoah and Akwei, 2017).
In other words, the sector is a phenomenon of partiality which gives authority to
unqualified people. Their ignorance is contemplated by many as a reason that
eventually is going to bring failure.
Moreover, the lack of basic knowledge about management has also been
observed (Amponsah, 2010; Damoah and Akwei, 2017). This is mostly traced in
countries that in their education appear to have a deficiency of public management
departments. This in turn, can also affect the implementation and the general
performance in the sector.
Besides the above, the economical factor can also have a great impact on
innovation projects. There are governments that rely on external funding so as to carry
out innovative projects. Even in the cases where the money is found there have been
reports that indicate the existence of corruption among the sector (Bawumia, 2014,
2015; TI, 2015; Addo, 2016). As a result, the money that has been collected for the
implementation of the project will not be fully given to the project and this may lead to
the abundance of the project because of the lack of financial resources.

2.5. Reasons for the incapability of public sector to manage innovations

As stated by Moore (2009) the public sector cannot handle innovations that
affect the culture and the organization and as a result the organization itself. When it
comes to the part of the organization's hierarchy that exists as a common characteristic
of bureaucratic governments, there are negative impacts on the innovative project
(Moore, 2009; Borins, 2006; Hartley, 2005). Furthermore in the innovative projects
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that are held by the government, the participants mostly come from the sector itself
without any involvement, for example of external resources like the citizens and
private sector. This is a common mistake that bureaucratic governments tend to do
which simply leads into limiting the quality and the quantity of possible innovative
ideas or even solutions to problems that may occur and damage the process of the
implementation. Moreover, the involvement of a few to the process creates a negative
feeling and a fear for the possible consequences if the project fails. This is one of the
reasons why the initiatives in this sector are few and even when the implementation
process starts the fear does not let the participants express their ideas freely and the
whole project fails.
In combination with the organizational barriers there are also the cultural ones.
A common cluster is the one of risk taking which has a negative impact on the funds
and the headship, factors that are necessary when it comes to implementing ideas
(NAO 2008). The fear of failure can be understood because the public has the
tendency to blame the participants for their failure (Mulgan and Albury, 2003) or the
government that has misused their money (Schorr, 1988).
The sociopolitical factors like social media, the citizens are the main reason for
lack of initiatives by the side of a bureaucratic government and also they play a major
role in the part of applying only one innovative project rather than many small ones.
Consequently, the above clusters are really important to the innovation
procedure. The researches that were analyzed had in common the bureaucratic type of
government therefore the analysis of the different types of governance can lead to
completely incompatible results. However, the result of the current analysis indicates
that the bureaucratic government lacks quality and quantity of innovation projects.
Furthermore, the abomination to any possible risks do not give space to innovative
ideas to bloom and even when this happens there are many clusters such as the funds,
hierarchy, the media that will set its successful implementation into juperty.
In order to give space to collaborative innovations to grow, the proper
circumstances must be created inside the organization that will adapt it in the needs of
the innovation (Behn, 2008). The extent of the necessity that is needed so as to adapt
with these changes depends on factors associated with culture, organization and the
way that governance performs.
According to researchers, the government has to develop certain environments
if it wants to succeed into implementing this form of innovation. There are three basic
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steps the lack of which lead the project to its failure. Firstly, there is a need to create
the environment of innovation which may be located either inside or outside the
government. Secondly, in order to decrease the chances of failing, the exact amount of
resources that will be needed must be identified in combination with improving the
ability of observing situations that take place outside the organization. Lastly, there is
a strong need for motivation that will enhance the motives of employees so as to give
their best selves for the implementation process. After that the final step would be the
public value.
The decision making, in collaborative innovation is mostly determined by the
actors of the project. As a result the public value that this innovation will bring and the
type of the innovative project that will be implemented are determined by them. The
government does not have the means to fully control the actors that are collaborating
since the expenses will be increased by the amount and the diversity of the contracts
(Schelling, 1956). Consequently, the new project may lack public value and if an
innovation that is made for the public, does not provide to it something that will
benefit it, it is more likely for the citizens to refuse its implementation and the project
will fail.

Chapter 3: A general categorization of drivers and the different
perspectives for innovation failure
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3.1. Categorization of innovation’s failures
The categorization of the innovation’s failures could be the following way. The
types are economic, such as lack of resources, lack of team effort and human
resources, environmental issues and wrong assessments about place construction or
against policy interests or having too many competitors in the same field and do not
need another successful product.
The implementation of an innovation and innovation failure are linked. A
closer look at the predictions can give us a better image of the innovations’ processes
and can also give the organizations’ managers a chance to reduce the chances of
failure and enhance the more thorough innovations.
The public sector has a wide range. For example, the public services can be
provided both from organizations that belong to the government and private
organizations. The cooperation of both organizations is considered as a big advantage
when it comes to the implementation of an innovation (Bloch et al. 2010).
By many researchers innovation is defined as the birth of ideas, so as new
products and services, that will value the public sector, can be created (Amabile et al.
1996; Merx-Chermin and Nijhof 2005:137). Having in mind this definition, an idea
can be thought of as an innovation only if it does not imitate an already existing one.
In order to be able to examine the causes of possible failures in public organizations a
conceptual framework with the elements of innovation is needed.
According to researchers the innovation has a systematic context and not a
linear one. An innovation is produced with the effect of a plethora of factors (Roste
2004: 5; Koch et al. 2006). This is the reason why there must be an analysis of the
basic mechanism that lead to the creation of an innovation so as to find the possible
mistakes among them that can affect the innovation and cause its failure (Nystrom
1990).
Internal and external drivers are considered to be part of this framework and
they are going to be in the center of the following analysis. Understanding the external
and internal drivers can give us a better image of the clusters that may occur since the
lack of drivers has a negative impact on the whole process.
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Diagram 2: A framework based on the elements of innovation in
the public sector (Joseph E. Agolla and J. B. Van Lill 2013)

Diagram 3: Categorization of failure’s drivers

DRIVERS

Strategy
Climate
Leadership
Entrepreneurship
Resources

Political
Economic
Social
Technological
Ecological
Legal

3.2. Internal drivers
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The fact that innovations do not occur in a single night is what gives them their
value. As innovation is on its way, there must be a hatched of the ideas and not a
rashly release of them because a default project will lead to a failed innovation.
Furthermore, the members of the organization have to proceed into experimenting a
part of their ideas before they put it into the table for further discussion (Edquist 2009:
22). Once the hatching is over and the individual factors have been examined
carefully, that is the time for the beginning of the process of the implementation
(Adams et al. 2006). Understanding the drivers can give us a better image of the
clusters that may occur since the lack of drivers has a negative impact.

3.2.1. Organizational strategy

Organizational strategy helps into smoothing the communication among the
network due to the fact that it has a role that is based on integration (Oke 2002;
Zduncyk and Blenkinsopp 2007). The first thing has to be cleared are the main areas
where the organization members have to focus (Oke 2002). This has to be done
because a common goal can be reached more easily and there will not be any
disorientation that is also an inhibitory factor.
As stated by the innovation strategy, the importance of the innovation must be
fully communicated to the employees so as to give their best selves for the
implementation. The transmission of the suitable message to the employees by the
manager, gives him the time to discover appropriate technologies for a successful
innovation. If the manager proceeds to wrongly transmit a strategy, the employees will
not be able to understand their tasks and the whole effort will fail (Martins and
Terblanche 2003; Marr 2009: 67).

3.2.2. Organizational circumstances

This area focuses mostly into the behavior among the members of the public
organizations. When it comes to the employees, the manager must perfectly show his
appreciation for their work in view of the fact that this is giving them further
determination and boost to invest more time for the project. There have been incidents
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of mistreated employees that were less sufficient a fact that indicates the importance of
managerial recognition.

3.2.3. Strategic leadership

On many occasions the poor headship resulted in the abundance of the project.
For a headship to be prosperous and strong there is a demand for critical analytical
skills and numerous other abilities (Pagon et al. 2008). If none of the above exists,
then there is a good chance of failure.

3.2.4. Entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurial innovation is the one that has to do with the employees
themselves. Towards the succession of an innovation, there is a need for three vital
skills: psychological, interpersonal and technical (Antoncic and His-rich 2001, 2003;
Antoncic 2007).

3.2.4.1. Psychological skills

The psychological skills refer to the creation of strong emotions such as
confidence, passion and strong commitment to the cause and also the constant need of
new knowledge (Antoncic and Hisrich 2003). Without these emotions organizations
tend to face uncertainty by far at its worst form because there are no good emotions to
overcome that painful feeling that will probably generate failure.

3.2.4.2. Interpersonal skills

Interpersonal skills are very important. To be more specific, a manager that
does not have the proper skills in order to enhance the cooperation, the communication
and the negotiation are not qualified enough (Oke 2002; Martins and Terblanche
2003).

3.2.4.3. Technical skills
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It refers to all the means the lack of which can bring the failure.

3.3. External drivers

The financial crisis can be always a reason for failure. Governments through
the strict world financial environment need to take measures in order to reduce
expenses. The reduced expenses firstly affect the economic support of innovations and
new ideas-projects. The state first secures the basic needs of the population.
Innovations are meant to be the “step” towards the improvement of services and
general function of the public organizations. Since the innovations are not supported
by the Ministry of Finance, they are doomed to fail (see OECD2010).
The innovation can be limited from the government if the expected policies for
entrepreneurship, education and training including public structures for research are
not by far reformed in order to define strict regulations and tools for the cooperation
between authorities, organizations and other public carriers (see OECD 2010). All
these examples of failure have a common element. They are all related to
governmental decisions. The public sector and especially its organizations, are
immediately affected by the governments. The environment within which they operate
is defined politically, financially, legally and in the last years ecologically from
governments. This means that innovation easily fails due to wrong direction policy
pursuit.
There is a well-known bidirectional relationship between environment and
public sector organizations. This relationship consists of immediate affection through
the proposed innovations and reformation of the organizations through the existing
unstable data and conditions in the environment (Merx-Chermin and Nijhof 2005:
139).
Since the relationship between organizations and the environment is that close,
untimely perception of changes in the environment can bring failure on imported
innovations. The organizations in the public sector need to take into consideration
changes that occur not only in the state but also at worldwide level. The environment
includes some main categories. These are the remote environment, the industrial and
the operating one (Pearce and Robinson 2003: 57). Having understood the
composition of the external environment, we can discover reasons for failure. All these
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factors can be a cause of failure. Cause of failure can also be the lack of research and
provision of information by the organizations. The factors can offer opportunities,
raise risks and limitations. This means that they are of great importance for the public
sector (Pearce and Robinson 2003: 91). Political action and programs always impact
the function of a public authority or organization. The voted measures often affect
critical characteristics such as economy, health, education, transportation etc. The
political world can immediately affect the development of innovation. If innovations
are not compatible with the needs of the society within which the authority operates,
the danger of failure is high.
The changes that are promoted accordingly the public factor need to be
directed and guided from the central leadership which can be the government or the
leadership of the authority - organization. The sources must be allocated and managed
with prudent and central initiative (Koch and Hauknes 2005). This type of initiative is
often the result of both political will and important events and interactions that occur
in real time. Prevailing is the view that in order to achieve results with significant and
widespread effectiveness, there is a need for dynamic state support especially when
the innovation is proposed in public level.
As we have seen, either through experience or through studies, in order for an
innovation not to be considered as a failure, it must not just really lead to an
improvement and evolution. It must be financially adequate and timely. It is still
important that these factors are superior to those of competitors. Customer relations,
the work environment, the internal rules and a way of operating that will promote
productivity with quality and consistency are elements associated with success even if
it is related to the public sector and new changes in it and its operation (Edler and
Georghiou 2007).
Public procurement, when opposed to progressivism, hinders technological
development in the field of competition. However, the financial situation of an
organization, especially a public organization, is closely linked to innovation. In cases
where there is insufficient financial resources, only through innovation can resources
be saved so that staff are not forced to work at levels beyond their capabilities
(Mulgan and Albury 2003). Without innovation according to experts on the subject,
there can be no growth. Conversely, an environment inhibiting growth also hinders the
development of innovation (see Solow in United Nations Millennium Project (UNMP)
2005: 27). Without innovation according to experts on the subject, there can be no
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growth. Conversely, an environment inhibiting growth, hindered the development of
innovation.
The demand of most organizations, even in the public sector, is financial
strength and growth with duration and stability. However, capital accumulation is not
enough to achieve this. An understanding of innovation is needed in order to
effectively eradicate poverty and improve conditions with solutions to various
problems. Therefore, technology, know-how and new discoveries can in a necessary
and unique combination lead to broad progress (UNMP 2005).
It is also important to keep in mind that public enterprises operate and develop
in a society. Society is characterized by peculiarities such as separate demographic
elements but also traditions that often regulate its operation (Marr 2009: 37). We all
know that an aging population, usually due to medical expenses, worsens national
economies. Such cases of social change often have a significant impact on efforts to
introduce innovations in the public sector. We understand that these factors are not
internal to a business and therefore affect it without being able to act accordingly to
control them. Phenomena such as diseases, population movements, wars, plagues, etc.,
occur regularly in human societies, thus inhibiting new steps and innovations. Of
course, let's not forget that despite the difficulties they bring, at the same time they can
create a more urgent need for innovation as another means of dealing with them.
Innovation is often not just an alternative but a necessity. Its success will
ensure better living conditions and will lead to a better human life and coexistence.
Therefore, we understand that when there is not such an urgent need, usually
innovation does not succeed. Classic examples are those of renewable energy sources
in the State. The clear need to control the energy footprint of serious and critical public
sector structures has led to the introduction of clean energy sources resulting in the
success and introduction of innovation. Therefore, when the goal is to meet basic
needs related to food, medical care and basic infrastructure, innovation leads to more
confidence in success than when the new choice is associated with an outcome that
will not significantly change people's daily lives (United Nations Millennium Project
2005).
Although, as we have said, a technologically advanced work environment can
properly support the process of generating a great innovation (Marr 2009: 37), it can
often be an obstacle to its success. Especially for the public sector, a revolution of
technological developments makes it difficult to keep up with new technological data.
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Apart from the fact that this makes it more difficult to work on innovation itself, it
creates even greater needs in society, making existing innovations inadequate and
unsuccessful. Of course, what is important in this case is that as we have already said,
as long as there is progress and needs are reviewed and upgraded, innovations
continue to be considered necessary and achieving them is an even more urgent goal
(Goh 2005: 236; Marr 2009).
However, easily, if harmonious coexistence and combination of all available
means is not achieved, innovation will not be able to succeed. Today there is
considerable knowledge about how to manage, introduce, build and establish a change.
Technological sciences but also sciences that study the behavior of society provide a
wealth of data that if not taken into account in the right way and balance will lead to a
failed change. For example, the lack of such technology and coordination in nondeveloped countries further limits the potential of their public sector, which cannot
enjoy the benefits of the innovations it actually offers, paving the way for new
productivity and processes (Goh 2005; Koch and Hauknes 2005).
Another important factor is the environment. Nowadays, due to climate
change, the need related to the care of public bodies for the protection of the
environment seems extremely necessary. Let us not forget that the world population is
constantly growing. As a result, it seems that the demand for raw materials is also
increasing. The discussion about the course of the environment, the gradual
destruction and the practices that aggravate it every day seems to be common and
frequent. However, although there is a general concern, we have not gone from theory
to practice to the extent we should. This is happening as the burden on the
environment continues to exist and grow. Human actions destroy the environment and
vice versa (Pearce and Robinson 2003: 62).
But how does the environment and its plight relate to innovation? As in most
of the above, in two opposite ways. On the one hand, a devastated environment that
often causes disasters and significant survival problems in society can be a deterrent to
new innovations in the area. It burdens the state financially but also on a practical level
does not create prosperous conditions for progress and the introduction of new
changes.
On the other hand, however, environmentally destructive human actions can
only be reduced through innovation. Through innovation, the public system must
provide the expected and necessary goods and services, leaving as little footprint as
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possible in the already burdened environment. In order for this transformation of
function and mentality to take place in an area where private initiative and flexibility
are lacking, innovations must propose new methods, new ways and resources so that
the result is nature-friendly, resource-friendly and shapes a sustainable world.
Let us also not forget that innovation can easily occur if through daily friction
with customers, society and situations the way of interface and response changes. For
example, after the tragic environmental accident in the Gulf of Mexico with the oil
slick, the government formulated some protocols without requiring research, study and
planning but based on existing experience and knowledge. However, their existence
was indeed innovative. The provision of basic information such as competent bodies
and websites through the White House website helped by providing another simple but
important means of dealing with situations.
The importance of innovation is fundamental. Where innovation fails or does
not even exist systematically, it leads to underdeveloped societies. According to expert
reports, there can be no development in countries without innovation. This can easily
be seen if we look at a key common feature of developing countries. They are all
based on fossil fuels and energy sources that are harmful to the environment. In other
words, there is no innovation in the resources and means used. This destroys the
ecosystem and kills people around the world from fuels that pollute the atmosphere,
soil and water. Pollution of cities by the United Nations study is the cause of 800,000
deaths (UNMP 2005).
Public bodies and companies that are the birthplaces and places of introduction
of innovation in the public, are governed by very specific legal frameworks based on
which their operation and purpose are defined. Thus, these organizations have a
limited operating space within which the degree of freedom in innovation is limited.
Another important thing about the issue of legislation governing public
enterprises is that they are largely determined by policy and decisions at the statenational level. The balance between the private and public sectors and the policy
pursued by the state towards the two sectors of the economy, respectively, strengthens
or slows down innovations. Politicians can rationally define a framework of laws
through a healthy business environment. A view that extends mainly to the developing
world states that in order for these countries to stand on their own two feet, there must
be an strengthening of industry and the progress it brings through supporting
innovation and promoting the private sector as a protagonist in this process (Goh,
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2005: 218). From this we must keep in mind that the regular choice of supporting
innovation will not succeed if it is not done in a coordinated manner and with the
simultaneous configuration of the appropriate conditions in the private sector.
Although a government can, through legislative interventions and policymaking, create the right environment for innovation, its role is limited there and it
must realize that it is not the one who will create it. But if, for example, the
government does not face obstacles, difficulties and constraints to public innovation
through legislative and executive work, it has a significant share of responsibility in its
possible failure. Some countries that had an extensive industrial production network
from the first years of the Industrial Revolution underwent reforms. Thus countries
such as France, Spain, Germany, France or the United States, having studied the needs
and conditions for the promotion of public innovation, changed the established model
of industrial production in order to find a compromise between industry and public
bodies and these innovations (Goh 2005: 221; OECD 2010).
As we have said, in the field of innovation, educational institutions, the public
services themselves, the government, the individuals of the societies themselves and
many other factors have a significant influence. However, it is important to understand
how the connection and coherence between them in the way of action can make an
innovation successful (Goh 2005: 236; Bloch et al. 2010; OECD 2010).
If we do not want to see innovations in the public sector fail, weaknesses in
society, at the organizational level and in institutions must be eliminated. These
weaknesses as well as obstacles to proper and seamless cooperation must be a thing of
the past, otherwise any innovation will be doomed to fail. Strengthening networks and
investing in partnerships is a key step in this direction. It is necessary to build specific
models that will describe this collaboration. If a balance is not struck between internal
operation and external action, innovation leads to a stalemate. In this way, each
resource will be managed and operated in a beneficial way, so that through
interdisciplinary standards, innovation is strengthened (Goh 2005: 233; Seo 2006;
OECD 2010).
If there is an environment in which finding and sharing information is not
possible, the fear of failure leads to teleological it. For example, if small defeats are
not known in order to study their cause and possible alternatives, success will never
come (Bloch 2005; Seo 2006; OECD 2010). If we think about it, success in innovation
cannot come without partnership. It is not a product of parthenogenesis but of
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harmonization of complex factors. If a public company does not enter into agreements
with external organizations for the provision and allocation of resources and knowhow, how will it be able to do so? It is common for both the public sector to look for
world-renowned companies with knowledge of the subject and for companies to
commercialize the knowledge they have.
If the public sector does not dare to enter into contracts with the private sector,
no progress can be made. They are directly linked to the private sector and through
partnerships for equal distribution of liabilities, rights of risk expenses and available
resources, a productive process can be beneficial for all parties (Baskaran and Muchie
2007; OECD 2010).
An important example of cooperation such as the one we describe, which was
successful, was that in the country of South Korea. The connection between many
different factors created an acne environment where innovation played a central role.
Different specialized knowledge, means and production systems were combined
resulting in the building of public enterprises that progressed through the innovations
they brought and became competitive parts of an economically robust and cohesive
society (Seo, 2006). It is important that the lack of intercultural cooperation at the
scientific level as well as the limitation of the exchange of ideas, knowledge and
opportunities for cooperation, suspend any effort for progress and innovation. This is
easily understood if we consider that the cooperation overcomes such obstacles and
because of this makes most of the efforts successful (Bommert, 2010).

3.4. Government
Government’s role as for the public sector and its operation is strictly described
by OASA and the plan of Innovation it published in 2010. In this role are included
educational chances, financial motivations and development of correct consumer
standards through education. These decisions of strategic importance can create a solid
and conscientious environment for innovations. So, governments that do not impose
these changes, usually cannot bring changes and newly incoming functions and
services. There is always the demand for balance between the need and the support
given in the organizations of the public sector. The disorder of this balance can be
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proved terrific for the long term growth of the authority or the organization. In fact,
innovations fail since there are not the appropriate conditions.
The financial crisis can be always a reason for failure. Governments through
the strict world financial environment need to take measures in order to reduce
expenses. The reduced expenses firstly affect the economic support of innovations and
new ideas-projects. The state first secures the basic needs of the population.
Innovations are meant to be the “step” towards the improvement of services and
general function of the public organizations. Since the innovations are not supported
by the Ministry of Finance, they are doomed to fail (see OECD2010).
The innovation can be limited from the government if the expected policies for
entrepreneurship, education and training including public structures for research are
not by far reformed in order to define strict regulations and tools for the cooperation
between authorities, organizations and other public carriers (see OECD 2010). All
these examples of failure have a common element. They are all related to
governmental decisions. The public sector and especially its organizations, are
immediately affected by the governments. The environment within which they operate
is defined politically, financially, legally and in the last years ecologically from
governments. This means that innovation easily fails due to wrong direction policy
pursuit.
There is a well-known bidirectional relationship between environment and
public sector organizations. This relationship consists of immediate affection through
the proposed innovations and reformation of the organizations through the existing
unstable data and conditions in the environment (Merx-Chermin and Nijhof 2005:
139).
Since the relationship between organizations and the environment is that close,
untimely perception of changes in the environment can bring failure on imported
innovations. The organizations in the public sector need to take into consideration
changes that occur not only in the state but also at worldwide level. The environment
includes some main categories. These are the remote environment, the industrial and
the operating one (Pearce and Robinson 2003: 57). Having understood the
composition of the external environment, we can discover reasons for failure. All these
factors can be a cause of failure. Cause of failure can also be the lack of research and
provision of information by the organizations. The factors can offer opportunities,
raise risks and limitations. This means that they are of great importance for the public
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sector (Pearce and Robinson 2003: 91). Political action and programs always impact
the function of a public authority or organization. The voted measures often affect
critical characteristics such as economy, health, education, transportation etc. The
political world can immediately affect the development of innovation. If innovations
are not compatible with the needs of the society within which the authority operates,
the danger of failure is high.
The changes that are promoted accordingly the public factor need to be
directed and guided from the central leadership which can be the government or the
leadership of the authority - organization. The sources must be allocated and managed
with prudent and central initiative (Koch and Hauknes 2005). This type of initiative is
often the result of both political will and important events and interactions that occur
in real time. Prevailing is the view that in order to achieve results with significant and
widespread effectiveness, there is a need for dynamic state support especially when
the innovation is proposed in public level.
As we have seen, either through experience or through studies, in order for an
innovation not to be considered as a failure, it must not just really lead to an
improvement and evolution. It must be financially adequate and timely. It is still
important that these factors are superior to those of competitors. Customer relations,
the work environment, the internal rules and a way of operating that will promote
productivity with quality and consistency are elements associated with success even if
it is related to the public sector and new changes in it and its operation (Edler and
Georghiou 2007).
Public procurement, when opposed to progressivism, hinders technological
development in the field of competition. However, the financial situation of an
organization, especially a public organization, is closely linked to innovation. In cases
where there is insufficient financial resources, only through innovation can resources
be saved so that staff are not forced to work at levels beyond their capabilities
(Mulgan and Albury 2003). Without innovation according to experts on the subject,
there can be no growth. Conversely, an environment inhibiting growth also hinders the
development of innovation (see Solow in United Nations Millennium Project (UNMP)
2005: 27). Without innovation according to experts on the subject, there can be no
growth. Conversely, an environment inhibiting growth, hindered the development of
innovation.
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The demand of most organizations, even in the public sector, is financial
strength and growth with duration and stability. However, capital accumulation is not
enough to achieve this. An understanding of innovation is needed in order to
effectively eradicate poverty and improve conditions with solutions to various
problems. Therefore, technology, know-how and new discoveries can in a necessary
and unique combination lead to broad progress (UNMP 2005).
It is also important to keep in mind that public enterprises operate and develop
in a society. Society is characterized by peculiarities such as separate demographic
elements but also traditions that often regulate its operation (Marr 2009: 37). We all
know that an aging population, usually due to medical expenses, worsens national
economies. Such cases of social change often have a significant impact on efforts to
introduce innovations in the public sector. We understand that these factors are not
internal to a business and therefore affect it without being able to act accordingly to
control them. Phenomena such as diseases, population movements, wars, plagues, etc.,
occur regularly in human societies, thus inhibiting new steps and innovations. Of
course, let us not forget that despite the difficulties they bring, at the same time they
can create a more urgent need for innovation as another means of dealing with them.
Innovation is often not just an alternative but a necessity. Its success will
ensure better living conditions and will lead to a better human life and coexistence.
Therefore, we understand that when there is not such an urgent need, usually
innovation does not succeed. Classic examples are those of renewable energy sources
in the State. The clear need to control the energy footprint of serious and critical public
sector structures has led to the introduction of clean energy sources resulting in the
success and introduction of innovation. Therefore, when the goal is to meet basic
needs related to food, medical care and basic infrastructure, innovation leads to more
confidence in success than when the new choice is associated with an outcome that
will not significantly change people's daily lives (United Nations Millennium Project
2005).
Although, as we have said, a technologically advanced work environment can
properly support the process of generating a great innovation (Marr 2009: 37), it can
often be an obstacle to its success. Especially for the public sector, a revolution of
technological developments makes it difficult to keep up with new technological data.
Apart from the fact that this makes it more difficult to work on innovation itself, it
creates even greater needs in society, making existing innovations inadequate and
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unsuccessful. Of course, what is important in this case is that as we have already said,
as long as there is progress and needs are reviewed and upgraded, innovations
continue to be considered necessary and achieving them is an even more urgent goal
(Goh 2005: 236; Marr 2009).
However, easily, if harmonious coexistence and combination of all available
means is not achieved, innovation will not be able to succeed. Today there is
considerable knowledge about how to manage, introduce, build and establish a change.
Technological sciences but also sciences that study the behavior of society provide a
wealth of data that if not taken into account in the right way and balance will lead to a
failed change. For example, the lack of such technology and coordination in nondeveloped countries further limits the potential of their public sector, which cannot
enjoy the benefits of the innovations it actually offers, paving the way for new
productivity and processes (Goh 2005; Koch and Hauknes 2005).
Another important factor is the environment. Nowadays, due to climate
change, the need related to the care of public bodies for the protection of the
environment seems extremely necessary. Let us not forget that the world population is
constantly growing. As a result, it seems that the demand for raw materials is also
increasing. The discussion about the course of the environment, the gradual
destruction and the practices that aggravate it every day seems to be common and
frequent. However, although there is a general concern, we have not gone from theory
to practice to the extent we should. This is happening as the burden on the
environment continues to exist and grow. Human actions destroy the environment and
vice versa (Pearce and Robinson 2003: 62).
But how does the environment and its plight relate to innovation? As in most
of the above, in two opposite ways. On the one hand, a devastated environment that
often causes disasters and significant survival problems in society can be a deterrent to
new innovations in the area. It burdens the state financially but also on a practical level
does not create prosperous conditions for progress and the introduction of new
changes.
On the other hand, however, environmentally destructive human actions can
only be reduced through innovation. Through innovation, the public system must
provide the expected and necessary goods and services, leaving as little footprint as
possible in the already burdened environment. In order for this transformation of
function and mentality to take place in an area where private initiative and flexibility
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are lacking, innovations must propose new methods, new ways and resources so that
the result is nature-friendly, resource-friendly and shapes a sustainable world.
Let us also not forget that innovation can easily occur if through daily friction
with customers, society and situations the way of interface and response changes. For
example, after the tragic environmental accident in the Gulf of Mexico with the oil
slick, the government formulated some protocols without requiring research, study and
planning but based on existing experience and knowledge. However, their existence
was indeed innovative. The provision of basic information such as competent bodies
and websites through the White House website helped by providing another simple but
important means of dealing with situations.
The importance of innovation is fundamental. Where innovation fails or does
not even exist systematically, it leads to underdeveloped societies. According to expert
reports, there can be no development in countries without innovation. This can easily
be seen if we look at a key common feature of developing countries. They are all
based on fossil fuels and energy sources that are harmful to the environment. In other
words, there is no innovation in the resources and means used. This destroys the
ecosystem and kills people around the world from fuels that pollute the atmosphere,
soil and water. Pollution of cities by the United Nations study is the cause of 800,000
deaths (UNMP 2005).
Public bodies and companies that are the birthplaces and places of introduction
of innovation in the public, are governed by very specific legal frameworks based on
which their operation and purpose are defined. Thus, these organizations have a
limited operating space within which the degree of freedom in innovation is limited.
Another important thing about the issue of legislation governing public
enterprises is that they are largely determined by policy and decisions at the statenational level. The balance between the private and public sectors and the policy
pursued by the state towards the two sectors of the economy, respectively, strengthens
or slows down innovations. Politicians can rationally define a framework of laws
through a healthy business environment. A view that extends mainly to the developing
world states that in order for these countries to stand on their own two feet, there must
be an strengthening of industry and the progress it brings through supporting
innovation and promoting the private sector as a protagonist in this process (Goh,
2005: 218). From this we must keep in mind that the regular choice of supporting
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innovation will not succeed if it is not done in a coordinated manner and with the
simultaneous configuration of the appropriate conditions in the private sector.
Although a government can, through legislative interventions and policymaking, create the right environment for innovation, its role is limited there and it
must realize that it is not the one who will create it. But if, for example, the
government does not face obstacles, difficulties and constraints to public innovation
through legislative and executive work, it has a significant share of responsibility in its
possible failure. Some countries that had an extensive industrial production network
from the first years of the Industrial Revolution underwent reforms. Thus countries
such as France, Spain, Germany, France or the United States, having studied the needs
and conditions for the promotion of public innovation, changed the established model
of industrial production in order to find a compromise between industry and public
bodies and these innovations (Goh 2005: 221; OECD 2010).
As we have said, in the field of innovation, educational institutions, the public
services themselves, the government, the individuals of the societies themselves and
many other factors have a significant influence. However, it is important to understand
how the connection and coherence between them in the way of action can make an
innovation successful (Goh 2005: 236; Bloch et al. 2010; OECD 2010).
If we do not want to see innovations in the public sector fail, weaknesses in
society, at the organizational level and in institutions must be eliminated. These
weaknesses as well as obstacles to proper and seamless cooperation must be a thing of
the past, otherwise any innovation will be doomed to fail. Strengthening networks and
investing in partnerships is a key step in this direction. It is necessary to build specific
models that will describe this collaboration. If a balance is not struck between internal
operation and external action, innovation leads to a stalemate. In this way, each
resource will be managed and operated in a beneficial way, so that through
interdisciplinary standards, innovation is strengthened (Goh 2005: 233; Seo 2006;
OECD 2010).
If there is an environment in which finding and sharing information is not
possible, the fear of failure leads to teleological it. For example, if small defeats are
not known in order to study their cause and possible alternatives, success will never
come (Bloch 2005; Seo 2006; OECD 2010). If we think about it, success in innovation
cannot come without partnership. It is not a product of parthenogenesis but of
harmonization of complex factors. If a public company does not enter into agreements
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with external organizations for the provision and allocation of resources and knowhow, how will it be able to do so? It is common for both the public sector to look for
world-renowned companies with knowledge of the subject and for companies to
commercialize the knowledge they have.
If the public sector does not dare to enter into contracts with the private sector,
no progress can be made. They are directly linked to the private sector and through
partnerships for equal distribution of liabilities, rights of risk expenses and available
resources, a productive process can be beneficial for all parties (Baskaran and Muchie
2007; OECD 2010).
An important example of cooperation such as the one we describe, which was
successful, was that in the country of South Korea. The connection between many
different factors created an acne environment where innovation played a central role.
Different specialized knowledge, means and production systems were combined
resulting in the building of public enterprises that progressed through the innovations
they brought and became competitive parts of an economically robust and cohesive
society (Seo, 2006). It is important that the lack of intercultural cooperation at the
scientific level as well as the limitation of the exchange of ideas, knowledge and
opportunities for cooperation, suspend any effort for progress and innovation. This is
easily understood if we consider that the cooperation overcomes such obstacles and
because of this makes most of the efforts successful (Bommert, 2010).

3.5. Perspectives for innovation failure

3.5.1. Strategy perspective of innovation failure

As it has been indicated, failure among public organizations is unpredictable
(Edmonson 2011). Avoiding failure is not something that can easily happen but if it is
handled in a proper manner it can be used as a very valuable opportunity (McGrath
2011). Nevertheless, a failure can act as a great source of knowledge. Boulding (1969)
has said that the process of failing is an unprecedented part of life and that can lead to
future success if benefiting lessons are conquered and managed in the future Shiv
(2011), also pointed out that failure can act as an innovation engine for a public
organization.
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As stated by Edmoson (2011), every independent unit has to understand the
different types of failure that can occur and that is why he proceeds into doing a
categorization with the most common failures. In his reports, he presented three types
of failure. Firstly, there are avertible mistakes in foreseeable processes that can be
easily solved. Secondly, there are cases that the mistakes cannot be avertible in great
complexity processes and the problem can only be solved by acting quickly into
correcting whatever it can be corrected. Thirdly, here lies the failure that can act as a
source of knowledge. This kind of failure is also known as the intelligent failure. On
the report of Sitkin (1992) we can distinguish intelligent failure into the following
categories:
❖ As an outcome of well-planned operations.
❖ As operations with short range.
❖ As actions that occur in well observed areas and can allow the access into a
more effective learning.

Overall, Edmoson (2011) considers the creation of an innovation as the
outcomes that themselves attribute as a kind of failure.
Headship has a vital role in every public organization. The leaders are
responsible not only for managing the individual structures but also to enhance the
already existing values that can act as a non-break into implementing the innovative
way of thinking McGrath (2011) held a research in order to discover the ability of
each public organization to learn from its mistakes. According to the executives’
testimonies, the numbers were too small. Their results indicate that even if percentages
of fail are well known by the leadership, there are no actions in order to prevent it.
Plus, they tend to hide their errors, an incident that can make a failure even worse. Yet,
the leaders of our times do not have the tendency to reject the rules of their
predecessors and this as a factor cannot lead to successful initiatives that are going to
bring a successful innovation.
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3.5.2. Network perspective for innovation failure

Success is also a matter of capacity in different networks or sectors working
together. The communication and the ability of exchanging information, can be
significant in the implementation of an innovation (Shan, Walker and Kogut 1994;
Powell, Koput and Smith-Doer 1996; Porter and Ketels 2003; see Pittaway et al.,
2004). This way of public function is well known as hybrid governance and every new
coming change is a common action of three or more institutions. They have some
common specific purposes and they work on them (Grabher and Powell, 2004;
Pittaway et al., 2004; Powell et al., 1996; Provan et al., 2007).
The public sector already can demonstrate examples of successful
collaboration between different organizations. As we understand, inability in building
this type of relationships between the different authorities can deprive the public sector
and the state in general, valuable chances of evolution and growth (Wasti and Liker
1997).
However, we have to understand that reaching high levels of collaboration
between different authorities cannot guarantee success. Studies indicate that issues
regarding time management, knowledge management, resources management can
easily drive to a failure despite these networks having sufficiency in all these crucial
factors (Dhanaraj and Parkhe 2006).
Some well-known factors that are linked to failure such as the amount of cost,
the risks or limitations regarding the technological situation of the infrastructures, can
be faced through collaboration. There is significant allocation of “weights” between
the acting structures of the public sector (Martin and Scott, 2000). The fact that this
concept of setting up initiatives is not in general applied is that most of the studies do
not cope with critical failure factors such as not sufficient leadership in these
interprofessional partnerships (Arthur 1989; Valente 1996; Schilling 2002). We could
say that reaching an innovation without any contribution of essential organizations authorities can have increased risk of failure since there is no capacity of separated
management of the possibility of failure (Anderson and Drejet, 2008).
Examples of failure regarding the cooperation between different authorities can
be found in all these states, where the public sector has major bureaucratic issues or
there is great uncertainty in dealing with emergencies. The lack of centrally monitored
communication, the lack of adaptability, the reduced interface with all the available
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data relating with the innovation and other deficiencies regarding tools or methods of
collaboration between ministries and other public authorities can be proved reason for
failure.

3.5.3. Process perspective for innovation failure

There are a lot of describing procedures for the implementation of an
innovation. All these guidelines are composed of significant “steps” towards the
appliance of the change (e.g. Morris, 2011; Scholl, 2006). These models are presented
like “funnels” (e.g. Tidd & Bessant, 2009) or “chains” (e.g. Hansen & Birkinshaw,
2007; Kline & Rosenberg, 1986; for an overview see du Preez & Louw, 2008; Wolfe,
1994). The fact is that all these models are not easily understood since the processes
often occur simultaneously especially when the proposed change is created within the
organization and it is not inserted from the central management of the public sector.
These models suffer from lack of adaptation since it is not necessary that every
innovation needs to follow inexorably the steps (Nutley, Walter & Davies, 2002).
In general, there is the creation of the idea, the choice between different ideas,
the trial, the actualization and the spreading of the change. All these steps really
compose the procedure of implementation of a change but the problem is that the
existing models cannot describe the fact that all these steps can be repeated or
conducted on a little different way (Anderson, De Dreu & Nijstad, 2004; Gamal, 2011;
van de Ven, Polley, Garud & Venkataraman, 2007, Wolfe, 1994).
Moreover, another really big issue is that all the describing models for the
introduction of an innovation are based on academic knowledge. In fact, there is a
great disadvantage. All these steps have been planned according to some
measurements, data and surveys. As a result, the proposed steps cannot give clear
directions to the responsible in order to supervise, moderate and finally implement the
change. This is obvious since these models have been constructed under the statistical
process of data instead of using the value of the observation and study cases (Crossan
& Apaydin, 2010, p. 1178).
There are researches such as one that has been conducted with the participation
of eighteen companies where we can find useful results for the introduction of an
innovation. In fact, the surveys recorded the lack of models sufficient as for the
management of an idea instructions. This situation encloses models that cannot be
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used in reality and therefore projects that fail (van de Ven, Angle & Poole, 2000, S. 4;
see also Hobday, 2005; Mahdi, 2002). Other factors such as the environment within
the change happens or some other qualitative characteristics are not in the same state
with the proposed models (Wolfe, 1994).
It is very important that there is plenty of information and material for project
management where someone can find analysis about success, failure and the factors
that lead to the corresponding results (for an overview see Belassi & Tukel, 1996;
Brown, Schmied & Tarondeau, 2002). The waiting result, the available means, the
strict timetable and the communication are factors that seem crucial for success.
However, the way the procedure towards a change is managed, is of major
significance. This means that lacking effective models can be a serious problem and
can drive the procedure to failure.
Another factor with great interest is time (Cebon & Newton, 1999; Chiesa &
Masella 1994; Hauser & Zettelmeyer 1997). It is well known that the organization
which will be affected by the change, needs incentive (Andrews & Farris, 1972;
Amabile, Mueller, Simpson, Hadley, Kramer & Fleming, 2002). Time restriction
could be a great motivation. However, there is the risk of extremely restricted time.
This could lead to loss of imagination, personal thinking, expressiveness and creation.
The rush is also a reason for severe mistakes (Amabile et al., 2002). As we said,
timetables are significant in order to manage a multidimensional procedure. Pressure
regarding time, can turn to loss of respect towards time deadlines Kunert (2013)
cannot find a mistake, bigger than that. It is crucial for the implementation of a change
to keep in touch with a realistic time plan. Budget is not as significant as time
regarding performance (Cooke-Davies, 2002).

3.5.4. Learning perspective for innovation failure

The failure often can give the chance for learning since even facts like delays,
mistakes or deviations can play a consulting role for next implementations of
innovations. Organizations that lack of these experiences always face more problems
regarding these procedures (Baum & Dahlin 2007; Cannon & Edmondson 2001;
Haunschild & Sullivan 2002; Madsen 2009; March et al. 1991; Perrow 1984;
Ramanujam & Goodman 2003; Reason 1997; Roberts & Bea 2001; Weick & Sutcliffe
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2007; Zhao 2010). Often success teaches less than failure (Cyert & March 1963; Sitkin
1992). Even the learning through failure is something that the researchers have not
fully analyzed. They have collected results that indicate the educational role of failure
but the way failure educated the organization is not found (Baum & Dahlin 2007;
Madsen & Desai 2010; Ramanujam 2003). We understand that this way of learning
and development always shows risks regarding the choices and the actions of the
members and leaders because the negative examples often operate in a discriminatory
and disorienting manner (Denrell 2003). Not all failures lead to changes. Only these
that happen rarely and bring difficulties and very negative outcomes for the
functionality and sustainability of the authority and organization.
It is obvious that managers of a change cannot pay the same attention to every
aspect of the procedure or the new way of function of the organization. This means
that small problems are not always visible. We understand that this type of “minor”
failure indicates greater issues that may appear in the future. Some big failures are the
result of smaller ones which the responsible never took into consideration (Dillon &
Tinsley 2008; Marcus & Nichols 1999; Ramanujam 2003; Zohar 2000). The lack of
usual and systematic reports about the problems can be the reason for this risky
situation. Reports can be vital for an authority since through these, the management is
always aware about deficiencies and what causes them (Zhao, Olivera 2006, p.1012).
There is always a fear relative with this action, since the employees are not willing to
show deficiencies which probably showed up because of mistakes or false handlings
they did (Cannon & Edmondson 2001, 2005; Carmeli 2007; Carmeli & Gittell 2009;
Edmondson 1996; 1999). Not reporting restricted failures can be a reason for a severe
failure.
A specific example of failure in the public sector is this in health and hospitals.
A lot of hospitals struggle as for finance since they spend more than the state economy
affords. The need for balanced sheets is often a reason for dismissals and cutting of the
expenses given for educational reasons. Small indications such as the death rate or the
opinion of the patients can offer useful feedback related with the offered quality and
how all the financial restrictions can affect it. If these indications are not reported to
the administration, the situation will get worse and worse.

3.5.5. Technology perspective for innovation failure
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Innovations can also fail due to technology. The ways a failure can come from
technology are plenty. It can be linked with a mistake of a person or a technical error
and of course both harmful situations can happen simultaneously. Technology creates
the need for continual updates. There is always a gap between technologically
developed authorities and not developed ones. The incompatible systems create even
bigger difficulties especially in sectors like security agencies in the public sector.
Systems that are not updated on a regular basis can turn technology into another
concern although technology really offers great perspectives.
A strong indication about these strange situations are results of researches
where it seems that authorities and public organizations face most of the technological
issues. It is obvious that the financial support to technological means is not adequate in
the public sector. Strict financial support can prevent technological development in the
public sector (Ross, 2002).
We also understand that technology and failure are two terms with great
similarities, overlap and interdependence. For technology, failure is something
essential for further growth and development. The technological field really searches
for failure in order to improve the systems. One of the most serious examples of
failure regarding technology in the public sector and public life in general, is the
terrorist attack of 11/09/2001. The FBI was not supplied with systems which could
process data from different sources. Of course this deficiency worked appropriately in
order to find solutions in this situation. However, technology always offers solutions
displaying existing problematic situations. After all, these situations are strongly
linked with changes and innovations.
The following diagram contains the major reasons for failure of innovative
projects in the public sector.
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Diagram 4: Most common barriers in the innovation process (G.
Mulgan, Albury 2003)

3.6. Analysis of important barriers

3.6.1. The existence of pressure and burdens

The public managers are spending most of their time coping with their
everyday affairs, running their organizations, writing reports for informing their
superiors and the majority of political leaders. For this reason, they have little time to
spend into external matters, for evolving the organization through an innovative
project.

3.6.2. Short-termism

The above pressures become worse with the existence of a small financial
support and plans only for the near future.
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3.6.3. Abilities

There are cases that the management is able to apply innovative projects by
having the necessary funds and human resources. However, a large number of
colleagues does not mean that all of them are skilled enough in order to succeed in the
implementation of an innovation.

Diagram 5: The main factors are the combination of which lead to
successful implementation (G.Mulgan, Albury 2003)

3.6.4. Incentives

In the public sector they tend to pay more attention to failures than in the
innovation themselves. As a result, it is very unlikely for an innovation to be created
or even finished under these circumstances (S.Burgess & M Ratto 2003).
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3.6.5. Organizational arrangements

For an innovation is really important the constant communication among the
members of the project. Good communication can lead to a successful organization
whereas the lack of its basic form can affect the whole process by making each part of
the group to work individually. The individual mistakes cannot be solved and the
accumulation of them will eventually lead the innovation at its failure.

3.6.6. Inexplicable reliance on the performers

The members of an innovative project are considered to be a team. Working as
a team means that each member has its own role to play. However, there have been
cases that members did pay much attention to their part and were expecting from the
other members to do their work. Additionally, because of the constantly evolving
nature of innovation some works were left behind and without their assistance the
innovative project could not be implemented.

3.6.7. Risk
Implementing innovation has its own risks. Sometimes risks are the main
reasons why many people do not want to start an innovative project. Even if they start
it, they have in mind that this project will destroy their image if it fails in the near
future. The possible danger of destroying their prejudice makes them stop the whole
process when a tiny obstacle appears (Nicholls 2003).
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Chapter 4: Types of Innovation and failure
4.1. Organizational innovation and its learning perspective

According to scholars the public sector often fails to implement a successful
innovation. There have been attempts to fully understand the ability of an organization
based on exploration and exploitation and how this can be used for balancing the
implementation of an innovation.
Organizational innovation plays an important role for an organization for the
simple reason that it helps him not only to acquire but also to use the existing
knowledge for a better result (Subramaniam &Youndt, 2005). If the organization fails
into adapting to the new changes then the result will be negative, the innovation will
fail and the organization will not be ready to keep up with the requirements of the
times (Austin, 2008; Bess, Perkins, & McCown, 2010; Kerman, Freundlich, Lee, &
Brenner, 2012).
The main reason why an innovation of this type fails is simple. Sometimes, the
benefits of its implementation are relatively more emphasized in comparison with the
possible risks that tend to be underestimated and this may provoke relaxation and may
affect the performance of the reformers (Tolbert, Mossberger, & McNeal, 2008). In
other words the incomprehensibility of understanding and evaluating the risks may
lead to the failure of the implementation.
Moreover, there is the need for a framework that will focus on the innovation
that concentrates into obtaining and using the knowledge according to the capacity of
the organization (Barzelay, 2002).
The organizational learning perspective tries to highlight the importance of
stabilizing innovation with the refinement of knowledge (Gupta, Smith, & Shalley,
2006; Lavie, Stettner, & Tushman, 2010; Levitt & March, 1988; March, 1991).
When it comes to exploration and exploitation there is something that has to be
underlined and clarified. First of all the definition of these words. Exploitation is the
use of the existing knowledge whereas exploration refers to the search of new sources
of it (March 1991). Secondly, there are different motivational factors that have to be
applied to public and private organizations that may affect the use of exploitation and
exploration. In other words the motives of the public sector must not be confused with
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ones of the private sector because otherwise the innovation will fail (Boyne, 2002;
Bozeman & Bretschneider, 1994; Perry & Rainey, 1988; Rainey & Bozeman, 2000;
Van der Wal,Graaf, & Lasthuizen, 2008).
A major difference between public and private organizations is that the lack of
competitive pressure of the first one is considered to be the main source of inefficiency
of public management (Gore, 1993; Hood, 1991). However, it has been found that this
has a positive impact when it comes to the innovation of the public sector (Moynihan
& Lavertu, 2012).
A type of pressure that can also be found in public organizations is the political
pressure. The political pressure consists of two major constraints. The first one has to
do with the power of innovation to overcome the obstacles that are often found in the
public organizations such as the red tape and complicating administrative rules. The
second one focuses on the loss of the voluntary character of the innovation when the
political pressure is applied (March, 1991).
Gains and John (2010), pointed out another fact. Bureaucrats have different
preferences when it comes to the reforms in their organization. There is a variation
among the policy makers and the implementers which may create a problem when
there is the time for adapting an innovation.

4.1.1. Exploration and its contribution to the failure trap

For an organization the failure trap is easy. The failure trap comes when an
organization believes that its innovation has failed and that is the reason why it has to
try another path temporarily (Levinthal & March, 1993). Additionally, the attempt of
analyzing the short-term benefits may not be a good predictor of the long-term ones
and this may cause a false evaluation of the innovation. The organizations that will fall
to the failure trap will make rush decisions because they will not simply have the time
to wait for the long-term benefits of the innovation to appear. The rush decisions will
lead to the abundance of innovation and its replacement of the new one, a more risky
and costly one which will also face the same difficulties as the previous one. It is like
an eternal circle of failures (Gupta et al., 2006).
The public organizations tend to fall in the failure trap mostly for three reasons.
Firstly, the reformers are not afraid that the possible failure of their innovation will
result in the disband of the organization. Secondly, exploration in a long-term base is
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difficult because of the political environment that can change in an unknown time
(Peters, 1987). Lastly, both politicians and public managers want to explore many
types of innovation during their services and this may cause an unconscious
marginalization of some of them (Askim, Christensen, Fimreite, & Laegreid, 2010).
The above factors have an important contribution to the public sector’s sensitivity to
failure.

4.1.2. Exploitation and its contribution to the success trap

For an organization the fall into a success trap is as easy as the fall to the
failure trap. Success trap has to do mostly with the independence of an organization on
past successes that stops it from adapting to the requirements of the times. In more
detail the organization will intentionally choose to use a formal way of doing things
just because it has been used in the past, so its benefits are known in comparison with
a new way that may not lead to the desiring result. It is obvious that this practice can
lead only to self-destruction in the future (Levinthal & March, 1993).
Simultaneously with the above, there is another reason that affects innovations
in the public sector. There are periods of great uncertainty and that is the time when
drastic measures must be taken. However, in this type of organization a small effort to
overcome the difficulties is considered to be more than efficient, which results in the
stability of the whole system in general.
The organizations that want to avoid the above traps have to discover an
ambidextrous learning strategy that can balance exploitation and exploration (Benner
& Tushman ,2002, 2003; Burgelman, 1991; He & Wong, 2004; Lavie & Rosenkopf,
2006; Lin & McDonough, 2014; March, 1991; Stadler et al., 2014; Zhang, Linderman,
& Schroeder, 2014). The combination of these forces is considered to give higher
benefits than the use of a single power (He &Wong, 2004; Lavie & Rosenkopf, 2006;
Stadler et al., 2014). Into balancing those two methods there are two models that can
help. Sequential and structural ambidexterity.
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4.1.3. Structural and Sequential ambidexterity

A well-studied way of balancing those powers is to make an organization
structural ambidextrous. (Benner & Tushman, 2003; He & Wong, 2004; Tushman &
O’Reilly, 1996). In this type of organization there are people specializing either in the
part of exploitation or exploration but all together are considered as a whole. Lee and
Cole (2015) pointed out that public organizations that have experts fully motivated,
tenure structure and good level of communication when it comes to error correction,
they can correlate the exploitation and exploration learning model by the single use of
a well formed network. Briefly, structural ambidexterity can be a great tool for the
implementation of an innovation, only under the appropriate coordination which will
intensify its benefits.
Another way of balancing those powers is with the model of sequential
ambidexterity (Burgelman, 2002; Gersick, 1991; Gupta et al., 2006; Lavie et al., 2010;
Levinthal & March, 1993; Tushman & Romanelli, 1985). According to the
components of this model, an organization cannot be structurally ambidextrous. They
support this with the argument that exploitation and exploration are fundamentally
opposite and that their existence in the same organization can cause high coordination
costs as well as useless tension. Moreover, the transition of periods with bigger
duration applying the exploitation model to the ones with smaller duration of
exploration may cause political conflicts as well as low performances in the
foundations of the organization (Lant & Mezias, 1992; Tushman & Romanelli, 1985).
The public organizations tend to follow this kind of strategy because of the
periodical changes of the political leadership. However, this has its own
disadvantages. The different parts of the organization may refuse to implement
changes, even when there is a great amount of pressure and an imperative need for a
change. Those changes, that are imposed by external powers, such as the political
power, have helped into doing periodical reforms, pretty common in the sector. The
only problem with that is that the re-orientations that are guided by the politicians
often bring about two major complications. The first one has to do with the amount of
enthusiasm by the side of the organization’s managers and the politicians for an
implementation of a governmental innovation whereas the second one refers to the
small amount of motivated human resources and funds (Holmes, 2005).
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Therefore when the model of sequential ambidexterity is driven by the political
changes, there will be an intentional neglect of exploitation and exploration will be the
main source of establishing innovations. As a result, a future innovation team will not
be able to use exploitations’ advantages.

Diagram 6: Organizational strategies when it comes to public
sectors’ changes (Choi and Meyers Chandler 2015)

4.1.4. Reasons for failure
There have been reports about economic development projects and their
reasons for failure. Those projects are often financed by loans held by the government
that they never actually attach the interest of the financial ministries, parliamentary
auditors, social media or the opposition, for the simple reason that a place into the
estimated budget has never been given to them. The banks that willingly give them the
loans do not pay enough attention because the government has given them the
guarantee that they need. Another thing that projects of this type have in common is
the strong commitment. There are many ministers with the need to spend money. Also,
these projects are not entirely created to stand themselves but to offer support to
industries and regions that are facing a declination. This secondary role, maybe stands
as the reason why the politicians and senior managers are ignoring the lack of
efficiency of these projects.
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4.2. Product innovation processes and their failure

There have been studies that were focusing on how public organizations work
in order to minimize the lack of knowledge and enhance their abilities to innovate
successfully (Amara et al., 2010; Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Dodgson,1993; O'Connor
& DeMartino, 2006; Zahra & George, 2002). The scientists have categorized the
factors that help innovative projects to evolve into four groups: Research and
Development (also known as R&D), external ways of receiving information,
cooperation among different organizations, social strategies.

4.2.1. Chasing knowledge

The ability of an organization to create knowledge which can help it develop
its services is a constant phenomenon (Amara & Landry, 2005; Caloghirou et al.,
2004). As a result, Research and Development investments are necessary in order to
implement a product innovation project (Becheikh et al., 2006). The outcome of
enhancing this sector is also the exchange of knowledge with other similar
organizations which can have a positive impact into bridging the gap between the
existing knowledge with the one that is really needed in order to fulfil the process of
the implementation (Kash & Rycoft, 2000; Romijn & Albaladejo, 2002). Therefore,
the lack of investment into the developing of R&D sector can provide fewer chances
for gaining knowledge which can lead to inability of handling a possible barrier which
in turn may cause the failure of the implementation.
Similarly, the working staff should be well educated in order to obtain
knowledge through the different innovation projects that it participates in (Caloghirou
et al., 2004; Foray & Gault, 2003). By paying attention to the outcomes and the
possible barriers that employees face, they can use this knowledge in order to avoid a
similar future situation. The people that are working in the R&D department have the
ability to find the answers to new or already existing problems, learn through them and
use this knowledge to inform others (Connelly & Kelloway, 2003; Gold et al., 2001;
Vinding, 2006). In many studies the findings have shown that well trained and
educated employees can act as encouraging factors to innovation processes. On the
other hand unskilled employees, which is something very common in the public
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sector, may affect the ability of the organization to use the required knowledge in
order to solve a problem and lead to project’s failure.
Furthermore, the ability of an organization to create a product innovation
depends on its technology and other equipment (Amara &P. D'Este et al.
Technological Forecasting & Social Change 113 (2016) 280–292 281 Landry, 2005;
Gatignon & Xuereb, 1997). These assets can have a great impact into the process since
they are creating and enhancing the opportunities in order to experiment, something
that would be totally impossible without their assistance. With their help it is easier to
ease the innovation processes, as well as problems with great complexity (Madsen &
Desai, 2010; Magazzini et al., 2012; Wuyts et al., 2004).
The shortage of advanced technology, well-educated R&D workers and their
knowledge can negatively affect the innovation process since their absence will act as
an inhibitory factor and the project may fail.

4.2.2. External ways of receiving information

Developing a product innovation may not be as easy as it seems. The needed
knowledge is separated among the different organizations. In order for an organization
to obtain this knowledge, there is a need for interaction with the other organizations
and implementers (Amara et al., 2010; Darroch & McNaughton, 2002;Kash & Rycoft,
2000; Romijn & Albaladejo, 2002; Tether, 2002) Chesbrough (2003) described this
interaction as “open innovation” and can be used for gaining knowledge that will help
into implementing another innovation project. This way of gaining knowledge is
mostly used for acquiring knowledge which will then be cross checked with the
knowledge that already exists in the organization and if there are many similarities
then there are more chances of a successful implementation (Bougrain & Haudeville,
2002; Malecki & Tootle, 1996). Therefore, lack of communication among the different
organizations can decrease the amount of the sharing knowledge leading to dreadful
results for the implementation process.
The implementers are the main source of knowledge and the researchers have
divided them into two different groups. The market agents that are mostly used in the
private sector and the public agencies such as universities, institutions, organizations
(Shearmur & Doloreux, 2013; Vega-Jurado et al., 2008). Below the sources of
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knowledge are going to be analyzed and their assistance to product innovate projects is
going to be evaluated.
The public sources, like universities, because of their years of experience
chasing knowledge can help organizations with their innovative projects. Because of
their abilities to deal with problems rapidly, their advice can play a crucial role into
more risky innovation projects and they can as well advise the organization on how to
deal with problems that occur in radical innovations. However, this source of
knowledge is mostly useful in the early stages of the implementation and if the
organization consults only the public agencies after the first stages the results for the
projects may be negative.
Having in mind the above, an organization that is thinking of implementing a
product innovation should, also, definitely acquire knowledge that comes from
external sources, otherwise the chances of a successful implementation will be less.
Furthermore, choosing the appropriate period of times in which the knowledge will be
collected as well as the source that will provide it is also important.
The failure can be reduced in the early stages with the contribution of public
sources whereas before market stages require market agencies. The opposite can only
cause more damage than good to the implementation process and lead to its abundance
or failure.
Diagram 7: Percentages of the abundance of product innovation in
its different phases the period between 2004 - 2009 (PITEC)
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4.2.3. R&D cooperation and contracting

It has been cleared that organizations in order to increase their novelty need to
perceive knowledge by external sources because the internal ones are not sufficient.
Especially, on big projects where further specialization is needed the external sources
are more than obligatory to be searched out (Chesbrough, 2003; Laursen & Salter,
2006). Further research of the different sources if acquiring knowledge lead us to
indicate the exact amount of influence that has each of these two sources and also to
gain a better understanding of the circumstances that may help a possible failure to
appear. However, except for the above sources of knowledge the literature indicates
the existence of another way of obtaining knowledge which is through mechanismbased approaches.
The mechanisms that help organizations obtain knowledge are: cooperation
agreements and R&D services through signed contracts of research (Cassiman et al.,
2010; Grimpe & Kaiser, 2010; Mata & Woerter, 2013). Cooperation agreements are
done by two or more individual organizations that are equally involved in developing
the innovative projects. On the other hand, contracts are used more into market-based
agreements from which certain amounts of specialized knowledge can be used at the
same time by an organization. Each one has its own specific features and possibilities
of leading a project to its failure because of its inappropriateness.
The corporations that involve the Research and Development can be usually
found in the innovative projects that they use as a way of obtaining knowledge the
exploration method (March, 1991) and in the processes that have as a goal to create
the latest products and knew knowledges (Lavie et al., 2010; Mata & Woerter, 2013).
These agreements involve the use of knowledge and the development of technologies.
Yet, the chances of failure are significantly high in this type of agreement because of
the increased amount of challenges that these kinds of agreements involve.
Furthermore, the possible agreements in the R&D corporations promote the idea of
informing all the partners for the possible risks and burdens internalize the knowledge
by avoiding the leak of ideas, enhance the trust among the cooperating organizations,
the possible of failure because of the exploration process and the open form of their
activities can be found inside these organizations. Consequently, the cooperating
organizations need to maintain a healthy balance between the possible results of the
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cooperation, especially for product innovations with great novelty, and the risk that
follow these projects that can lead to abundance or even failure of the projects.
The R&D contracts are creating a fruitful relationship that has as foundations
the market. These contracts usually involve the exchange of codifying knowledge, the
sharing of solutions to problems and the providence of services not only to public
organizations but also in the private sector. The above types of acquiring knowledge
can be shared through these R&D contracts with the motivation of the organization
that wants to involve its technological capabilities and gain solutions to problems
associated with technology. With this form of receiving R&D knowledge there are
greater chances of addressing the problems that may lead the project to its failure. This
strategy uses exploitation methods in order to gain knowledge, a process however that
is less likely to result in the creation of new product innovation.
Therefore R&D agreements have more chances of success when they are
applied to products with great novelty whereas R&D contracts are less likely to lead
into successful implementation because of the inability of overpassing the possible
clusters. This is the reason why each type of R&D knowledge must be carefully
analyzed by the public organization before they start seeking this knowledge.

4.2.4. Social Strategy

According to new studies enhancing the social responsibility of the
organization can also help in minimizing the innovation barriers (Asongu, 2007;
Husted & Allen, 2006). There are four types of arguments that are thought to be
associated with the increase of the chances of failure to innovative projects. These
arguments can have a legal, sustainable, repetitive, moral form (Asongu, 2007;
Stigson, 2002). The existence of social responsibilities can help in avoiding the
possible risk and increases the novelty of the project. It can be understood that the lack
of it could only enhance the likelihood of a failure to occur (Bowman, 1980; Husted,
2005; Malik, 2014). Furthermore, the creation of a good environment for the
employees increases the chances of success. The employees would be more ready with
a high amount of motivation in order to deal with any possible barriers that may affect
the implementation process (Connelly & Kelloway, 2003; Gold et al., 2001; Vinding,
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2006). The lack of motivation by the stakeholders can only drive the innovative
project to its failure.
Having in mind the above, the conclusion is that failure and success are closely
linked. The findings indicate the existence of two types of failure which depend on the
phase of the project (Cozijnsen et al., 2000; Gourville, 2006; Rizova, 2006;
Välikangas et al., 2009). The greater the novelty of the project the greater the
possibilities of failure to occur. Failure can occur by misfolding of the rules, poor
planning, and repetition of past mistakes.
Moreover, the reliance on the R&D agreements applied to the markets have
proved to be unsafe for the innovation process since there are great chances of failure.
On the other hand the success of R&D cooperation projects rely on the relationship
among the organizations. Bad communication and lack of sharing knowledge increase
the chances for failure. Furthermore, because of the great amount of novelty that
characterizes this type of R&D, the failure is more or less a part of the process in all
phases (Lhuillery & Pfister, 2009).
Lastly the lack of social responsibility leads to the absence of motivation
among the employees and as a result they are not paying all their attention and work
into avoiding mistakes for a successful implementation.

4.3. Collaboration innovation

In the public sector a strong inability of managing collaborative innovation has
been reported. The government often shapes specific circumstances for applying
innovations and the type of as well as the reasons for implementing them, most of the
time remains a mystery. The governmental representatives have to understand the need
of embracing changes that can minimize the consequences of fundamental problems as
well as to learn how to deal with them without affecting its negative implementation
because of rashly made decisions (Harris and Albury, 2009; Eggers and Kumar
Singh,2009; Nambisan, 2008). Furthermore, the government itself appears to be
insufficient when it comes into choosing which innovative idea will implement. There
is a tendency in the public sector into choosing to apply a big change rather than many
small ones without having the ideal human resources or financial support in order to
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complete the project (Eggers and Singh, 2009: 98). The result of the above will be
either the innovative project failure or a low quality and quantity project.

4.4. Open innovation challenge

The governments around the world have created online open innovation
platforms. In those platforms the citizens have the opportunity to see the possible
problems that exist in their countries and express their ideas for dealing with them or
with the new ones that they think that they exist. The goal of this online network is to
enhance governmental initiatives for innovations.
In the following analysis we have concluded the testimonies of public
managers from different departments and with their contribution it was easier to make
three categories of open innovation barriers. These categories include the intra
organizational barriers as well as those of extra and inter clusters that affect the
successful adoption of open innovative projects in the public sector. The findings
indicate that the internal clusters inhibit the organizations that belong to the public
sector from adopting this newly discovered form of innovation. Yet, when the needs of
the organizations are matching with the innovation’s policy, there are more chances
for open innovation to occur and the old fashioned procedures of handling things can
stay aside.
The problem with the open innovation projects for the public organizations is
that they have less rules in comparison with other forms of innovation that take place
in the sector. So, in order to be implemented requires strict organization and
hierarchical order. According to Arundel (2015) tends to collaborate with a specialized
group of vendors that feed the organizations with innovative proposals which will be
examined by an internal group of specialists in the organization. After that, the most
suitable one will be implemented. Furthermore, another way to collect creative ideas is
through the public policies that require innovative ideas to occur. These forms of
finding and applying ideas are described as closed innovations (Felina and Zenger
2014). On the other hand open innovations require less formalization and also access
to less trained individuals. As a result, implementing open innovations with their
characteristics is a process quite challenging itself for the public organizations, without
considering the other possible clusters that may appear.
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There is not much research about open innovation. However, the literature that
has been used in order for this section to be written is of great importance. It consists
of testimonies of federals’ that belong to public organizations. All of them were really
eager to implement innovations and this is one of the reasons that they tried to
implement open innovations in their organizations. As a result, they provided an inside
perspective of the four possible barriers that can be found through the way of
implementing open innovation projects.
Open innovations can be characterized as new ways of accessing knowledge
(Chesbrough 2003). Those sources come from the public which acts as a kind of
amateur solution giver to problems that occur in the public sector (Benkler 2006).

4.4.1. Factors that influence the implementation of open innovation projects

The staff in public organizational institutes do not have according to their
working contract to seek innovations. The amount of effort that is paid in the research
process defines the result of the implementation Salge et al.(2013) found that neither
the excessive amount of research nor the incomplete amount of it can help in the
implementation and that it also affects the expecting results. Furthermore, if the
solution makers are not feeling capable of proposing a solution or there is a lack of
solutioners because of the simplicity of the project, then the possible outcomes can
also be against the implementation (Jeppesen and Lakhani 2010; Lakhani and
Jeppesen 2007; Dahlandera and Piezunkab 2014).
In the level of organization whenever there is a need for changes that have to
do with already existing procedures, there is a need to overpass strict rules and take
permission from the higher organizations’ managers (DeHart-Davis, Chen, and Little
2013).
Moreover, the open innovation projects are also examined by the inside of the
public organization’s perspective. In this perspective, existing matters like policy
improvement and the need of implementing new open innovations can be found.
However, when it comes into implementing open innovation it is really important to
distinguish if the organization is able to afford an open innovation. This happens,
simple because this type of innovation cannot survive in a close innovative system
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(Felina and Zenger 2014). These kinds of decisions are rarely made by lower in the
hierarchy executives, simple because public organizations have the tendency to ensure
their liability. The public executives do recognize this bureaucracy as one of the many
clusters for the implementation of innovations (Rainey, Pandey, and Bozeman 1995).
The open innovations are something entirely new. This is one of the reasons
that the policies about their implementations are still on the go and public
organizations are trying to implement them very slowly because of that. It can be
understood that in an environment close to innovations without any experience to open
innovations, trying to fulfil this organization with new practices about innovations is
quite difficult and needs a lot of effort. This is mostly because the innovations include
technological processes and outcomes, facts that are tough to be handled by
inexperienced audiences. Therefore, in the early stages it is normal for open
innovation projects to fail since their way of functioning is under investigation.
Moreover, the understanding of the factors that lead to the successful
implementation can give us an image of what will happen with the absence of them. It
is obvious that when a positive factor is missing then there is a possibility for failure to
occur.
Here, it is going to be analyzed as research that included information of an
online open innovation project that took place in America and the sample were public
agencies that have been trying to implement them for five years. All the data in the
research were collected under the same governance which means that all the factors
like culture, governance, technology affected all the organizations at the same time.
The findings of the research included the barriers and drivers that inhibit or
enhance respectively the adoption of open innovations into these public agencies.
Since we are concerned mostly about the barriers an extra subcategory of factors has
been created. These factors were divided into extra-intra and inter factors.

4.4.2. Clusters to open innovation

The implementation of online open innovations is followed by many barriers
such as the legal ones, the uncertainty that accompanies every newly tried project,
cultural clusters that can be a real problem when it comes to decision making and as
well as technological barriers.
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4.4.2.1. Intra-Barriers

This category of barriers includes the clusters that appear inside the
organizations and there is a strong inability by the side of the organization for solving
these problems. Namely some of them are the culture, the technology, the law and the
institutions themselves.

4.4.2.2. Law Barriers

The managers of the organizations tend to think that the lack of existence of a
legal base, makes the whole online innovative project a bit insecure. In order for the
people to tell their opinion about a specific problem they have to get connected online.
However, in recent years there is a new cookie policy and it is really easy to locate
someone and identify his or her needs. As a result, some people want to avoid this
kind of energy in online environments and they are not willing to sacrifice their
personal security just for giving a solution to a problem. This open innovation did not
provide them a safe environment and that is why many people did not help in the
process of implementing it. There is a need of combining the citizens with the safe
side of new technologies so as not to have a failed innovation in the future. When the
matter with intellectual property is managed everything can run more smoothly.

4.4.2.3. Cultural Barriers

In this category of barriers the open innovation projects have three basic
features. Those features are the kind of public agency and the applied political
framework, the embracing of the external innovations, the inability of senior managers
to support and guide the projects.
Individual elements have mostly to do with the category of the agencies. As an
example, we can use the agencies that involve sciences and technologies. These types
of agencies are really unlikely to proceed into having non-professionals for solving
their problems. For these agencies the use of external powers into their innovative
projects is not a thing (Katz and Allen 1982). A possible intuition may affect the
project negatively and assist in its failure.
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4.4.2.4. Technological Barriers

The senior executives of public organizations have pointed out that resistance
to new ideas is a common thing before the implementation of open innovative ideas.
The most popular way of requiring solutions through using special vocabulary that can
be understood only by those who are part of the profession. Yet, in the online projects
of open innovations the requests for help, by the side of the organizations must be
written in an everyday language, so that non-specialized solvers can state their
opinion. There have been testimonies in the research that mentioned a huge gap in this
section. This openness, however, according to Salge et al (2013) is considered as
something negative.
As mentioned by a public manager, the online platforms for applying the
solutions to problems had many limitations like the number of the words. Not giving
the chance to someone for expressing his or her-self the way he or she wants can lead
to the misunderstanding of their writings. The conclusions that occur is that technical
limitations that exist in this online open innovation project created some boundaries
and we can understand that the lack of meaningful and well working technology did
not let the innovation grow the way it should and since they did not work the way it
should, the chances of failing were increased.

4.4.3. Unpredictability of the results

The members of the central managements have the tendency not to worry only
for creating open innovation projects but also they worry about its outcomes. They
have to understand that open innovations are created so as to give answers to problems
that they do not have an established solution. This unsteadiness in combination with
the doubts that exist for the ability of the public for solving, do not let them breath and
let the whole procedure of implementation evolve freely. It is possible that this lack of
credibility to the public pushes them into affecting unintentionally with their actions
the whole procedure. If this is done in the wrong direction then failure is for granted.
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4.4.3.1. Agency’s barriers

The public managers after surpassing the obstacles that were mentioned before,
they have to find a way for making open innovations a part of the organization and
make it compatible with its structure. Again, here if their efforts do not show any
results and the innovation does not fit with the organization then it is going to be
halted.

4.4.3.2. Inter-Barriers

In this category, the clusters have to do mostly with the collaboration between
different agencies. Here, the failure of open innovations can be a result of bad
communication or lack of common sharing ideas. Furthermore, each agency has its
own legal policy which can also act as a cluster to the successful implementation since
as we mentioned before legal barriers belong to the intra-clusters. This category can be
considered as an individual one that is indirectly connected with another one.

4.4.3.3. Extra-Barriers

The extra-barriers are the least popular of the three categories of clusters. Here,
the source power that can act as a cluster is the public opinion. In more details the
public observes the changes and if they think that an open innovation project is useless
and that will not have an impact on the society then they will not accept its
implementation and the project will fail.
The research that was used gave a lot of information about an online open
innovation project in America. Through this, the possible clusters that can occur in the
process of the implementation. These barriers were categorized in three groups.
This online project had a goal to approach solution giver from the outside of
the organization so as to help the government to deal with problems that it could not
by itself. The inter-extra barriers can also be found in different levels which makes it
even harsher for the government to apply new innovations.
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4.5. Network innovation
4.5.1. Stages of the implementation of innovation in network governance
In many communities people are reporting a great amount of problems that
cannot be solved with the traditional practices of the government (Golden, 1990).
Therefore, there is a growing need for increasing the amount of the innovations in the
public sector. Many scholars have pointed out that innovations are the main factors for
the appearance of the network form of governance (Goldsmith& Eggers, 2004; Keast
et al., 2004; Kettl, 2002; Kickert et al., 1997; Osborne & Brown, 2005; Swan &
Scarbrough, 2005). However, innovation does not require only the creation of the
needed capacities but also high managerial skills and a good cooperation in order for
the new ideas to be transformed into practices (Van de Ven et al. 2000). Due to the
fact that the studies in this field are limited, there are a few things in the literature
review on how to manage the process of innovation in the networks.
Innovation within the public organization should not be profitable in the
typical way of earning money but in a way that is going to make the life of the citizens
better (Light, 1998). If a small amount of people suffer, this change cannot be
considered as an innovation.

Diagram 8: Stages of the innovation process (Bland 2010)
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For the successful implementation of an innovation it is necessary for the
organization to shift itself through all the stages if he wants to have the desirable
results (Zaltman et al. 1973). Also, the least agglutinate an organization is to
bureaucracy the better the results that he will receive. This, in combination with
different strategies on each stage of the implementation will result in the victorious
completion of each stage and eventually in the whole innovation (Pierce and Delbecq
1977).
There are basic characteristics for each stage of the implementation process.
There is a great need for full compliance with them because usually innovations tend
to fail because something went wrong on the way.
In the primary stages the team should be more open to new ideas. After the
generation stage, the acceptance and implementation stages appear, where the team
must be focused on its goals and fully guided by a strong motivated figure with great
leadership skills.
Table 2: How organizational conditions are shaped in order to ease
the innovation process (Bland 2010)
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4.5.2. Network innovation barriers

Furthermore as claimed by the recent studies, there are three potential obstacles
that influence the successful implementation of a network innovation:
❖ Balancing diversity with communication
The network form of governance offers a great specialization and information
which can be considered either as an advantage or a disadvantage. In this form
there is a willingness for sharing information for the common good and this is
the major factor that distinguishes it from the other forms (Thomson and Perry
2006: 26). Even so, there are challenges. There are cultural and professional
differences and if they are not handled properly there will be a communication
wall. For instance, each individual has its own perception of the things and
how to deal with the occurring problems. If there is not a common language
path, then there is a high risk of future block of the communication channels
which will require the immediate intervention of the public manager to ensure
that the opinions of all participants are going to be heard.
❖ The existence of multiply interests
In the network form of governance it has been observed that sometimes the
project's members are paying more attention into maximizing their own
interests. This fact makes the whole process of the implementation even more
challenging in combination with the stability and trust that must not be lost
among the process. It is obvious that the reaching of acceptance is doomed to
fail if the members cannot put their personal interests aside so as to focus on
one common goal (Goldsmith & Eggers, 2004; McGuire, 2002; Thomson &
Perry, 2006).
❖ The inexistence of a central power
When there is a lack of specific instructions as well shared responsibilities
among the networks, problems that affect the coordination can lead to the
undermining of the innovation process (Goldsmith & Eggers, 2004).

However, the network structure itself does not ensure innovation. There have
been many reports of unsuccessful innovations when the network form of governance
was applied to the public sector. This form assists in achieving partially an innovation.
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There has been much empirical evidence that claims that the failure of
innovative projects is more common than was thought to be (Rizova, 2006;
Välikangas et al., 2009; Wycoff, 2003; Yap & Souder, 1994). Researches have shown
that the organizations that have tried to implement projects of great novelty, were
eventually in need of extra human and financial resources (Danneels & Kleinschmidtb,
2001; Townsend, 2010). The bigger the gap between the existing resources and the
ones that are needed, the greater the risk of abandoning the project (Cabral, 2003;
Conti, 2014; Garcia & Calantone, 2002; Magazzini et al., 2012).
The studies indicate that success and failure are closely linked together. The
most of the studies are focusing on identifying the factors that bring success to an
innovative project. After doing so the failure is explained through the lack of factors
that lead to successful implementation (Connell et al., 2001; Cooper & Kleinschmidt,
2007; Cozijnsen et al., 2000).
The product innovations seem to be very important for the public sector.
However, no matter their importance, according to studies the percentages of failure
are around 40-90% (Cozijnsen et al., 2000; Gourville, 2006; Rizova, 2006; Välikangas
et al., 2009). The researchers in combination with public managers have been trying to
find the factors that affect the implementation so as product innovation flourish
(Astebro & Michela, 2005; Conti, 2014; Henard & Szymanski, 2001; Mata & Woerter,
2013).

Chapter 5: Analysis of innovation failures among different sectors
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5.1. Constructional sector

5.1.1. Contractual innovative projects

In order to be able to understand in depth the reasons for failure of innovative
projects, an innovative project has been selected in order to be analyzed. This project
has to do with the contractual innovative projects that are held by the government.
Notwithstanding, the contribution of innovative construction projects in the
public sector is of great importance. However, according to literature there have been
many projects that failed or were abandoned in the end. Correspondingly, researchers
have devoted their investigations into discovering those factors.

5.1.2. Research and Ranking of the factors that affect the successful implementation

After years Al-Khalil held a questionnaire that was given to contractors, PMPs
and governmental officials. In the questionnaire appeared thirty-four reasons for
failure. He asked them to rank the factors from the most important ones to less
important from 1 to 34.

Table 3: Ranking of factors that affect the innovative construction projects in the
public sector (Al-Khalil 2010)
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The results indicate the different perspectives of each group. According to
contractors, the number one factor is political inference which is followed by partisan
politics and poor planning in places 2 and 3 respectively. Political inference was also
ranked first by the side of PMPs but the places 2 and 3 were occupied by the delay in
payments and bureaucracy. On the other hand the governmental officials ranked the
delay in payments as the main factor of leading the construction of innovative projects
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into failure. Here, places number 2 and 3 were occupied by partisan politics and
bureaucracy which match with places 2 and 3 of the contractors.

5.1.2.1. Allocation into groups

The thirty-four factors were appointed into 4 groups (Al-Khalil and Al-Ghafly,
1999; Frimpong et al., 2003; Sambasivan and Soon, 2007; Al‐Kharashi and Skimore,
2009; Fugar and Agyakwah‐Baah, 2010). Those four general groups were: leadership,
the resources of any kind, administrative tactics and external factors.

Table 4: Ranking of the 4 general groups with their subcategories (AlKhalil 2010)
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5.1.2.1.1. Leadership

According to the finding of the questionnaire, the leadership factor has a vital
role in the implementation of innovative projects. Leadership has in its womb a variety
of problems which can cause great damage to those projects if they are not solved in
the proper time.
When the leaders of those innovative projects are appointed by the government
because they belong to its political party then failure can easily occur. These officials
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are neither skilled enough to overcome a crisis nor to motivate the members of the
project. In the opinions of Hwang and Ng (2013) headship is vital when it comes to
implementing the management of the innovation.

5.1.2.1.2. Administrative Management

Furthermore, the questionnaire also indicated numerous administrative affairs
that in turn affect the innovative projects. According to the people that have
participated in the research, the leaders lack skills in order to fulfil a successful
implementation. The main reason for this is the political situation or the ability of
unqualified people to acquire strong positions in the management.
Correspondingly to the above there are also huge percentages of competition
within the sector. When it comes to innovative projects competition should be
replaced by its healthy form since the opposite can bring the whole project closer to its
failure.
For all the reasons that were mentioned before, there is a need for qualified
individuals. However, this has its own risks Heeks (2002, 2006).

5.1.2.1.3. Resources

The third group of cases consists of the causes that have to do with the
resources. When it comes to innovative constructional projects the resources can be
distinguished into human and material resources. Many contractors stated that they did
not have the necessary equipment in order to fulfil their work and that's why they had
to borrow what they needed from their partners. This exchange of the materials can
lead to delays in the whole project which in the end will promote total abandonment.
Sometimes those projects rely on external funds. This makes the process very
blurry since the whole project depends on an external force which may never come.
As it has been explained in the previous chapter, there is a lack of qualified
people. The non-existence of skilled members lead to the hiring of foreign partners to
fill the gap (Al‐Kharashi and Skimore, 2009). However, the inefficiency of the
members of the team can be observed after a while so this assists into further delays
until the time that the proper qualified individuals are found.
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5.1.2.1.4. External forces

In this category exist the environmental factors outside the project. Even if
these factors have been ranked in the fourth place this does not mean that they are least
important.
The loss of funding by outside donors is causing a problem in the funds of the
project. The donors may avoid giving extra money for the project because they may
discover that they are not interested in investing more money to the project or maybe
the government itself does not meet certain conditions.
Customs and beliefs have also been judged for their abilities to change the
progress of an innovative project. For example, there have been cases that for cultural
reasons the people of the country protest against making a specific area, with cultural
interest to them, a base for innovative contribution to failure.
Moreover, it is more than obvious that a natural disaster can affect the project.
Sometimes, in undeveloped countries the natural disasters are combined with cultural
beliefs. That the gods do not want this project to be fulfilled and that is why it must
stop (Amponsah, 2010).
After analyzing the results of the questionnaire a basic categorization of the 10
basic factors that lead to the failure of an innovative project in the construction sector
has been done. Furthermore, those factors were divided into four groups: resources,
external forces, leadership and management. As a result, there is now a better image of
the factors that can cause the failure of an innovation.

5.2. Education

There are also factors that affect the implementation of innovation in the
educational system. Those factors have to do mostly with the decisions and ways of
activating the central management, with the nature of innovation itself, with the
individual stakeholders, with the culture as well and the need of change. For the
implementation there is a constant need of giving yourself to the project. A moment of
complacency may have dreadful results for the innovation process (Fullan & Miles
1992: 745-148).
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A major factor that can lead to the future failure of an innovation is the
decisions of the central management. Those decisions are mostly made of a
specialized group of people that work in the ministry of education. As it can be
understood, those people are not closely connected with the everyday needs of the
schools and as a result their innovative projects may not be suitable for the current
form of school. It is well known that anything that does not fit with the whole cannot
be implemented and it is doomed to have the quite opposite result.
Furthermore, the innovative ideas that come from central management do not
appear as something optional but as something obligatory. When something is forced
in order to be done, the results will not be the expected ones because the whole
progress of the implementation depends on the way that the idea is perceived by the
school staff (Miles 1998: 53).
The expediency that characterizes the political system is pushing the
educational staff into rash decisions. An innovation that has been forced to be
implemented without considering the real needs of the school and its complexity has
no chance of surviving. The problem is that the schools are thought to be the perfect
organizations that are ready to accept and implement any innovative project without a
chance of failure. However, this is something that cannot happen, according to the
literature (Fullan & Miles 1992: 745-148).
As stated by many researchers the definition of innovation can act as an
inhibitory factor and also its characteristics can foretell its ending. Sometimes the time
pressure leads to the implementation of innovation without further investigation about
her appropriateness for the reason that it's needed. As a result, the innovation itself
does not need either the criteria or needs of the students and the teachers causing the
distribution of the functioning of the school community (Hopkins et al 1997: 74-6).
The fragmentation of an innovation during the whole process of its
implementation exacerbates the situation. The fragmentation is really easy to appear
when a variety of innovative ideas that are diametrically different want to be applied at
the same time, this is the time that a fragmentation takes place. The storm of the
teachers with a plethora of innovative ideas can create a general confusion which can
lead to a discouragement of the most zealous supporters. Therefore, the lack of
motivation and internal power to fulfil the ideal implementation can give prosperous
ground for developing failure.
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The attitude of the teachers among innovations can be explained either from
the personal point of view or with the culture of the organization in which these
teachers work. In addition, the receiver of the good impact of the innovation is the
school and as a living organism it has its own values, flaws and ways of managing
things.
Therefore, the absence of cooperation, the lack of future vision, the guidance
of the director and the pressure of local society makes it difficult to implement an
innovation without the risk of failing.
The director of the school is the one that has to ensure the implementation of
an innovation. The director’s point of view and his or her role into the innovation
process that define its result, providing a better school environment, without any
source of individualism (Παπακωνσταντίνου, 2008). The director must act as the
leader that will convey the needs and interest of the school (Χατζηπαναγιώτου, 2014).
However, if the director is not capable of managing the powers that resist to the
implementation and even act as facilitator of the whole process then the result will be
the failure (Κουτούζης, 1999· Μαυρογιώργος, 2008· Παπακωνσταντίνου, 2008).
Consequently, the way of management and the school culture can act as
inhibitory factors when it comes to implementing an innovative idea. The director is
the one that has to look after creating the ideal working environment, the interpersonal
affairs and good communication as well as developing further relations with external
organizations. The absence of the above makes the whole procedure even more
difficult (Hopkings 1997). The director that has no vision and just simple apply the
decisions that are written in the circulars of the ministry cause a strong feeling of
passivity and lack of action to the rest of the educational staff, hindering further the
innovation (Καράμπελας et al, 2006). So the role of the school director in educational
innovations is as important as the role of the teachers (Σαΐτης, 2002).
Moreover, a further obstacle in the implementation process is the negative
attitude of the teachers (Greenan et al., 1998). This mostly happens because no one is
giving them the right to tell their opinions when it comes the time of receiving relevant
decisions (Ιορδανιδης 2006). The character of the educational system is mainly
centralized and there are a few administrative duties for the rest ones (Λαΐνας, 2000
Kουτούζης, 2012). Therefore, the teachers do not have the ability of participating into
the processes that shape the school’s policy and as a result the programs that have an
institutional character will fail. The educational staff having a small amount of
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initiative opportunities tend to implement innovations without beings able to do
otherwise (Everard & Morris, 1999· Δακοπούλου, 2008· Βότση, 2016). It is cleared
that the innovative ideas that have the form of government order have no chance of
succeeding (Townsend & Bates 2007· Harris, 2009).
Furthermore, the educational staff perceives the whole idea of the innovations
as an extra burden to their work. An innovation to them can come along with anxiety,
insecurities and fear for the new (Morrish, 1976· Μάνεσης και συν., 2006· Fullan,
2007). The negative feelings act as inhibitory factors to the implementation
(Zimmerman, 2006). Additionally to the negative feelings, the past failures of other
innovative projects and the threat that may feel because of their abilities and
knowledge that can affect the process. When someone does not believe in him or herself does not have the power to suppress any obstacle that will find among the way of
the implementation and this will result in the failure of the innovation.
Essentially, the following eight factors can lead to the failure of innovation:
❖ The fear of new ideas that have nothing to do with the everyday practices.
❖ The director has the role of acting as a representative of the ministry.
❖ The schools are considered to be individual units that need configuration and
not perceived as constantly evolving organizations.
❖ The absence of essential training and support to the educational staff.
❖ The lack of combination between the theory and practice.
❖ The emphasis is wrongly given to the innovation itself and not at its possible
outcomes.
❖ The social and cultural stimulates are missing.
❖ The special group of the ministry that creates the innovative projects do not
have a clue of the real needs of schools and their daily life.

For the adoption of the school into the needs of its students, when its
characteristics change with the passing of the times and also dealing with the
uncertainty that occur in the educational process, a reforming of the study program
must be done (Γιαννακάκη 2002:120-121). The decentralization that needs to happen
in schools in order for innovations to occur require the presence of some additional
factor. The transfer of responsibilities to the educational staff is one of them and also
the flexibility of the study program can give space into further future changes that will
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assist in applying changes when it is necessary. Moreover, an important factor is the
one of knowledge of the involved parts. When the people that are involved in
innovative projects are well skilled and possess the necessary knowledge are capable
of taking the right decision.
Lastly, the director and the educational staff should be well aware of the
special needs of their schools and with the difficulties that need to be suppressed. This
knowledge can be used in order to create a framework that will lead to new ideas. In
order for this goal to be reached, there is a need for stability by the side of the staff.
The consistent changes of the teachers do not promote the creation of strong bonds and
communication because there must be a short period of time in order the new members
to be adjusted.

The structural difficulties

The findings of researchers have mostly focused into the external dimension of
innovation and the factors that affect its implementation. A part of these researchers
have concluded that the educational staff do not have the proper form in order for
initiatives to occur. Furthermore, the educational study programs are strongly detached
to old teaching methods which do not give to the educational staff the opportunity to
receive new ways of educational learning that can help them to the process of
implementing innovative ideas. The educational staff either because their academicals
background did not help them understand the importance of innovation or because of
the recycling of knowledge of their educational training, appear to be really hasty
when it comes to implement an innovative idea to their teaching methods
(Paraskevopoulou-Kollia, Dedotsi, Palios 2017).

5.2.1. Factors that affect primary and secondary institutions

Below a variety of studies have been gathered in order the basic factors that
affect innovative projects to be cleared. More specifically, in this subsection the role
of the following is going to be explained: lack of information and communication
technology (ICT). To the teachers while being in the university and absence of
autonomy of the educational staff.
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The importance of innovation is well known and that is one of the many
reasons that scientists have held research in order to find the factors that block its
implementation process.

5.2.1.1. Demanding structure

The studies have focused mostly on the external dimensions of the innovative
ideas which represents the dynamic nature of its implementation and its characteristics
that make its implementation process so difficult in combination with other clusters.
Consequently, a part of these researches focus on the general structure of the
educational system. The majority of the innovative ideas fail, due to the lack of
initiatives and the adherence of the educational staff to the study program which
represents old fashioned ways of learning and therefore the teachers cannot imitate
new practices. The educational staff either because they were not taught during their
university studies how to feel comfortable with the whole idea of innovation or
because the educational trainings in which they participate for the rest of their careers
are reproducing their university knowledges, have conservative ideas about all the
innovative processes and are really cautious when they have to handle an innovation
and use it in their classes (Paraskevopoulou-Kollia, Dedotsi, Palios 2017). The main
reason for that is that they believe that they are losing time if they apply changes
during the school hours whereas in the after-hours they translate it as extra hours of
working (Μαυροσκούφης 2002: 20-1).
Furthermore, it seems as the situation becomes worse because of the
insufficient training about innovations and new technologies for the teachers. From
this it can be explained the small ability of the educational staff to cope with difficult
situations that affect innovation, which can be spotted in the class environment
(Raikou, Karalis, & Ravanis, 2017; Χατζηδήμου & Στραβάκου 2005: 33). Therefore,
every effort that is made towards implementing innovations stays only theoretical.
As stated by Anagnostopoulou (2001), it is clear that the educational staff and
the school managers tend to try and accept innovation which has a close relationship
with the teaching methods as well as with the arts. However, it has been found that the
educational staff that start implementing an innovative idea, after a while they are
afraid of the possible results and they abandon it.
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On the report of further investigations, the motives of the teachers in order to
implement and experiment with innovation is based on their love for their work with
the students (Raikou, Karalis, & Ravanis, 2017; Χατζηδήμου & Στραβάκου 2005: 33).
However, even if the numbers indicate a rise in innovative projects only 25% of them
are implemented occasionally without any further clusters. This mostly happens
because of the insufficient study programs, lack of time by the side of the teachers and
as well of the students and also because the implementing hours are usually after the
basic time schedule. Further studies have shown that, there are many teachers with the
will to implement an innovation but still their number is too small (Γούπος 2005).
The unwillingness was also found by another group of researchers which
focused their investigation into finding the way for a successful implementation and
the possible clusters that can be found along the way. According to these researchers,
the results of their questionnaire showed that more than 50% of the teachers responded
that they did not want to answer the question that was related with the possible
obstacles that may appear through the way of the implementation. This kind of answer
can mean that they either did not notice behavioral changes among their students or
that they were not aware of the possible goals that had to be reached and the obstacles
because they had not tried during their career to implement an innovative idea.

5.2.1.2. The autonomy of the educational staff

The above barriers can only be overcome with the autonomy of the educational
staff. This can lead to the beginning of a totally new process since the teacher is the
only responsible for applying changes at his or her students (Ξωχέλλης, 2006).
According to the European Program Evridiki (2008:17), the freedom of the teachers
must contain the ones of making decisions and applying the innovations that can
benefit the students. A non-guided teacher is easier to be triggered in thinking of
innovative projects as well as implementing them. Consequently, an innovative idea
that is controlled only by one person has more chances of succeeding than failing
rather than an idea which destiny relies on too many people and as a result will fail.
Moreover, autonomy has some more advantages. To begin with, it has to be
mentioned that an autonomous teacher feels more like having prestige when it comes
to withdrawing specialized knowledge. Continuously, the educational staff has the
right of creating the ideal class environment according to the needs of it.
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The autonomy is also closely linked with the freedom of creating and receiving
initiatives which means that he is the main responsible for managing the classroom.
The teacher that is free of receiving orders from his superiors is free to innovate in the
amount that he or she wishes for. Therefore, he or she can be aware of his or her
classes needs and can implement changes that he or she thinks that are suitable and
have good percentages of succeeding rather than trying to implement an innovative
idea that does not suit with the needs of the students and as a result it will fail (Pearson
& Hall, 1993; Koulaouzides & Palios 2016).
In order for the above to take place and for strengthening further the
professional position of the teachers, the autonomy should be claimed. This autonomy
does not stop outside the class but is applied in changes that affect the teacher’s school
life, the study program, the management of the school by participating in the decision
making procedure (Pearson & Moomaw, 2005). Consequently, an active participation
can mitigate the risk of a possible failure.
Another issue that has to be mentioned is the decentralization of the
educational system. This matter has been an issue number one of discussions among
the governments around the world that are focusing it creating policies that empower
the school itself. The autonomy of the educational unit is very crucial for the
upgradation of the educational process and as a result to the school itself (Eurydice,
2007).

5.2.1.3. School communities

There have been many proposals about successfully implementing innovations
in the school communities. One of them states that in order to implement an
innovative idea, there is a great need of creating an internal education policy which
will help in making the whole idea of innovations clearer. This policy aims to raise
awareness about innovative projects not only from the side of the teachers and
students but also from the side of their parents. This will help in creating a united
community.
This community has a vital role in the procedure of this implementation. By
this we mean that every decision will be taken in total by all the members of the
community which will decrease the chances of creating problems to an innovative
project that has already darted with the initiatives of a few. It is commonly believed
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that when something, an innovative idea in our case, is not liked by a majority of
people then the chances of failing are higher (Καρατζιά–Σταυλιώτη 2009;
Παπακωνσταντίνου, 2008). The adoption of school to an international culture that
gives space to cooperative projects, to multiculturalism, to respect, has more chances
of succeeding into implementing innovative ideas because it will be more openminded and therefore the innovations will enjoy greater acceptance because they will
favor the majority of the members of the school community. The failure of
implementing ideas is strongly connected with the headship, the educational institute,
the school community, the human resources which all together combine the
educational environment (Μαυροσκούφης 2002: 19).

5.2.1.4. Training of the educational staff

A part of the internal policy of educational institutes is the training of the
educational staff. Each member of the teaching community of school has its own
personality and ways of acting and a combination of both creates their behavioral
status. Furthermore, driven by their internal forces they try to harmonize their needs
for accomplishing their personal goals with the collective ones. The category of
collective ones belong to innovative projects. By ignoring the personalities and
thoughts of the educational staff it is very difficult for an innovation to pass from
adopting it to implementing it. This is one of the reasons that in many cases where the
school manager ignored the educational staff ended up having a failed innovative
project. These projects failed either because the educational staff was not ready to
implement them or because they undermined the importance of existing problems
(Κωττούλα 2000:19).
The whole idea of changes leads the educational staff into losing their
confidence simply because they usually come with extra pressure. This pressure can
be explained just by having in mind that many times those changes may not be
compatible with the needs of their school and the result of this pressure is the apathy
by their side to all educational procedures (Καβούρη 1999: 92). Even in cases that the
need of introducing changes is of great importance and claimed also by the
educational staff itself, the chances of succeeding are not well known. Furthermore,
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the lack of basic and targeted training in combination with the complexity of the
organization’s problems create a strong disbelief to the teachers about their abilities.
Coping with challenges requires the adherence in old fashioned ways of
teaching and avoiding innovative ideas by creating at the same time a negative
environment just for obtaining their self-esteem. This negative environment becomes
worse simply because of the fear by the side of the educational staff for the extra
working hours. This fear seems to be proportional with the years of teaching
experience. The more the years the less the will to substitute old fashioned teaching
methods for new innovative ones. This unwillingness by the side of the more
experienced teachers leads to the discouragement of the younger ones that are really
eagers and motivated to implement innovative ways of teaching. In general, the power
that the elder teachers’ process can have a great impact on the innovative projects of
the younger ones by simply trying to create obstacles that will lead the whole project
to its failure.
Thus, the teachers are never alone on a mentally level, in the classroom.
Mentally they are accompanied by the beliefs of their colleagues. This is one of the
reasons that lead us into supporting that the class environment cannot be distinguished
from the outside of it. A teacher is a member of many communities and among the
members there have been signs of strong bonding and support with the second one
being notably important for a successful implementation of innovation (Μπαγάκης και
Τσίγκου 2017).

5.2.2. Barriers in high educational institutes

As it can be understood there are many obstacles that can affect the successful
implementation of an innovation. Above they analyzed the factors that lead to failure
of innovative projects mostly from primary to secondary education. The higher
education institutes are more complex organizations and this the main reason why they
have extra barriers to overpass.
In this section we have used research that included testimonies of the students
of Ten European Universities in order to be able to collect all the possible information
that can help us create a better image of the factors that lead innovations to their
failure.
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According to the data that were collected from these testimonies, there is a
variety of clusters that affect the implementation of innovations in higher educational
institutes. Those clusters have been divided into three groups. The first one involves
the external barriers, the second one the internal that are performed among the students
whereas the third group contains the individual-personal factors that are related with
the students, the teacher of the universities and their point of view to innovations.

5.2.2.1. External barriers

This group consists of basic issues that affect the innovation processes. To
begin with, because of bureaucracy it is difficult for higher educational institutes to
surpass the legislation obstacles so as to receive financial support for their innovative
projects and additionally to leave behind the hard frameworks that the public
institutions tend to have when it comes to innovation processes. Many students have
stated that there is a lack of well trained and informed staff about new technologies.
This implies the need for further resources in order for the staff to be trained and
acquire good practices. Furthermore, the inexplicable strict regulatory practices from
the side of government which in its turn creates a long framework for receiving
decisions, are limiting the chances of implementing an innovation in this sector.
According to the students of some universities, the annual financial plan has a short
basis and includes intermediate sponsorships which does not give space to future
planning. Consequently, the lack of financial resources affects the development of
entirely new departments, the financial support of new researchers and creates
limitations when it comes to financing possible fundraisers. In general the whole
process of implementing new ideas should be characterized by a higher flexibility and
less vulnerability to the institutional management. The combination of purely funded
innovations and inflexible legislation is thought to be an international issue. There are
universities that have created the whole area where innovation would take place but
their interest was not enough in order to fund the innovative project for the whole
period or even worse the government itself did not give her permission for further
funding.

5.2.2.2. Internal factors
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As stated by the students that participated in the research, the management's
ways of handling things in combination with low level strategies weaken the idea of
innovation in the educational system. Furthermore, the testimonies of students of a
university in Germany indicated the lack of effective management, which led to bad
communication among the different departments and was actually the beginning of the
problems. The disinclination between the vision that has been promised and the
everyday practices affect the communication of the management with the educational
staff and the individual units of the university, plus it points out the absence of proper
coordination. This is of great importance because an innovative project in order to be
fulfilled needs the assistance of the central management as well. In the universities that
the management tends to deal with problems in an old fashioned and bureaucratic way
then the whole environment of the university is adjusted in this climate, innovations
cannot take place and even if they do it is unlikely to continue till the end. Moreover,
the concentrated power in the management, under the above circumstances, leads
often to wrong financial reports and to inefficiency of supplies of any kind, causing
the failure of an innovative idea.
In the category of internal factors there is also the human resources
management. The practices that are applied to them do not follow the objectives of the
university and as a result they cannot play a useful role in promoting the whole idea of
innovation. Additionally, in their positions there is nothing mentioned about
implementing innovations and by implementing one they will not gain extra money.
They actually have to work extra hours without further financial assistance which is
translated into lack of motivation to complete an innovative project.

5.2.2.3. Individual-personal factors

This group consists of the personal reasons that lead to failure of innovations.
These personal reasons are divided to the educational staff and the students.
The educational staff is disengaged from applying innovations and their
attitude towards them is either negative or non-existing. The research in the University
of Queen Mary, in London, provided extra material to support this view. The
educational staff is not really eager to help into the implementation process because
this is translated as an extra carriage that they have to carry in their backs. Another
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research provided a different point of view for the possible reasons that lead to this
negativity. Correspondingly, to the previous research, the staff has developed a strong
resistance against new technologies.
Likewise with the educational staff, barriers were also found in the case of
students. More specifically, in the University of Riga the increasing number of
students, the change of the behavior of students and IT matters are considered as
factors that exacerbate the phenomenon of failure. The changes of attitude of students
and their willingness to participate in innovative projects is mostly explained by the
lack of communication among the members of the academicals society.

5.2.2.4. Overall point of view

There are also factors that affect the implementation of innovation in the
educational system. Those factors have to do mostly with the decisions and ways of
activating the central management, with the nature of innovation itself, with the
individual stakeholders, with the culture as well and the need of change. For the
implementation there is a constant need of giving yourself to the project. A moment of
complacency may have dreadful results for the innovation process (Fullan & Miles
1992: 745-148).
A major factor that can lead to the future failure of an innovation is the
decisions of the central management. Those decisions are mostly made of a
specialized group of people that work in the ministry of education. As it can be
understood, those people are not closely connected with the everyday needs of the
schools and as a result their innovative projects may not be suitable for the current
form of school. It is well known that anything that does not fit with the whole cannot
be implemented and it is doomed to have the quite opposite result.
Furthermore, the innovative ideas that come from central management do not
appear as something optional but as something obligatory. When something is forced
in order to be done, the results will not be the expected ones because the whole
progress of the implementation depends on the way that the idea is perceived by the
school staff (Miles 1998: 53).
The expediency that characterizes the political system is pushing the
educational staff into rash decisions. An innovation that has been forced to be
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implemented without considering the real needs of the school and its complexity has
no chance of surviving. The problem is that the schools are thought to be the perfect
organizations that are ready to accept and implement any innovative project without a
chance of failure. However, this is something that cannot happen, according to the
literature (Fullan & Miles 1992: 745-148).
As stated by many researchers the definition of innovation can act as an
inhibitory factor and also its characteristics can foretell its ending. Sometimes the time
pressure leads to the implementation of innovation without further investigation about
her appropriateness for the reason that it's needed. As a result, the innovation itself
does not need either the criteria or needs of the students and the teachers causing the
distribution of the functioning of the school community (Hopkins et al 1997: 74-6).
The fragmentation of an innovation during the whole process of its
implementation exacerbates the situation. The fragmentation is really easy to appear
when a variety of innovative ideas that are diametrically different want to be applied at
the same time, this is the time that a fragmentation takes place. The storm of the
teachers with a plethora of innovative ideas can create a general confusion which can
lead to a discouragement of the most zealous supporters. Therefore, the lack of
motivation and internal power to fulfil the ideal implementation can give prosperous
ground for developing failure.
The attitude of the teachers among innovations can be explained either from
the personal point of view or with the culture of the organization in which these
teachers work. In addition, the receiver of the good impact of the innovation is the
school and as a living organism it has its own values, flaws and ways of managing
things.
Therefore, the absence of cooperation, the lack of future vision, the guidance
of the director and the pressure of local society makes it difficult to implement an
innovation without the risk of failing.
The director of the school is the one that has to ensure the implementation of
an innovation. The director’s point of view and his or her role into the innovation
process that define its result, providing a better school environment, without any
source of individualism (Παπακωνσταντίνου, 2008). The director must act as the
leader that will convey the needs and interest of the school (Χατζηπαναγιώτου, 2014).
However, if the director is not capable of managing the powers that resist to the
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implementation and even act as facilitator of the whole process then the result will be
the failure (Κουτούζης, 1999· Μαυρογιώργος, 2008· Παπακωνσταντίνου, 2008).
Consequently, the way of management and the school culture can act as
inhibitory factors when it comes to implementing an innovative idea. The director is
the one that has to look after creating the ideal working environment, the interpersonal
affairs and good communication as well as developing further relations with external
organizations. The absence of the above makes the whole procedure even more
difficult (Hopkings 1997). The director that has no vision and just simple apply the
decisions that are written in the circulars of the ministry cause a strong feeling of
passivity and lack of action to the rest of the educational staff, hindering further the
innovation (Καράμπελας et al, 2006). So the role of the school director in educational
innovations is as important as the role of the teachers (Σαΐτης, 2002).
Moreover, a further obstacle in the implementation process is the negative
attitude of the teachers (Greenan et al., 1998). This mostly happens because no one is
giving them the right to tell their opinions when it comes the time of receiving relevant
decisions (Ιορδανιδης 2006). The character of the educational system is mainly
centralized and there are a few administrative duties for the rest ones (Λαΐνας, 2000
Kουτούζης, 2012). Therefore, the teachers do not have the ability of participating into
the processes that shape the school’s policy and as a result the programs that have an
institutional character will fail. The educational staff having a small amount of
initiative opportunities tend to implement innovations without beings able to do
otherwise (Everard & Morris, 1999· Δακοπούλου, 2008· Βότση, 2016). It is cleared
that the innovative ideas that have the form of government order have no chance of
succeeding (Townsend & Bates 2007· Harris, 2009).
Furthermore, the educational staff perceives the whole idea of the innovations
as an extra burden to their work. An innovation to them can come along with anxiety,
insecurities and fear for the new (Morrish, 1976· Μάνεσης και συν., 2006· Fullan,
2007). The negative feelings act as inhibitory factors to the implementation
(Zimmerman, 2006). Additionally to the negative feelings, the past failures of other
innovative projects and the threat that may feel because of their abilities and
knowledge that can affect the process. When someone does not believe in him or herself does not have the power to suppress any obstacle that will find among the way of
the implementation and this will result in the failure of the innovation.
Essentially, the following eight factors can lead to the failure of innovation:
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❖ The fear of new ideas that have nothing to do with the everyday practices.
❖ The director has the role of acting as a representative of the ministry.
❖ The schools are considered to be individual units that need configuration and
not perceived as constantly evolving organizations.
❖ The absence of essential training and support to the educational staff.
❖ The lack of combination between the theory and practice.
❖ The emphasis is wrongly given to the innovation itself and not at its possible
outcomes.
❖ The social and cultural stimulates are missing.
❖ The special group of the ministry that creates the innovative projects do not
have a clue of the real needs of schools and their daily life.

For the adoption of the school into the needs of its students, when its
characteristics change with the passing of the times and also dealing with the
uncertainty that occur in the educational process, a reforming of the study program
must be done (Γιαννακάκη 2002:120-121). The decentralization that needs to happen
in schools in order for innovations to occur require the presence of some additional
factor. The transfer of responsibilities to the educational staff is one of them and also
the flexibility of the study program can give space into further future changes that will
assist in applying changes when it is necessary. Moreover, an important factor is the
one of knowledge of the involved parts. When the people that are involved in
innovative projects are well skilled and possess the necessary knowledge are capable
of taking the right decision.
Lastly, the director and the educational staff should be well aware of the
special needs of their schools and with the difficulties that need to be suppressed. This
knowledge can be used in order to create a framework that will lead to new ideas. In
order for this goal to be reached, there is a need for stability by the side of the staff.
The consistent changes of the teachers do not promote the creation of strong bonds and
communication because there must be a short period of time in order the new members
to be adjusted.
There are also factors that affect the implementation of innovation in the
educational system. Those factors have to do mostly with the decisions and ways of
activating the central management, with the nature of innovation itself, with the
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individual stakeholders, with the culture as well and the need of change. For the
implementation there is a constant need of giving yourself to the project. A moment of
complacency may have dreadful results for the innovation process (Fullan & Miles
1992: 745-148).
A major factor that can lead to the future failure of an innovation is the
decisions of the central management. Those decisions are mostly made of a
specialized group of people that work in the ministry of education. As it can be
understood, those people are not closely connected with the everyday needs of the
schools and as a result their innovative projects may not be suitable for the current
form of school. It is well known that anything that does not fit with the whole cannot
be implemented and it is doomed to have the quite opposite result.
Furthermore, the innovative ideas that come from central management do not
appear as something optional but as something obligatory. When something is forced
in order to be done, the results will not be the expected ones because the whole
progress of the implementation depends on the way that the idea is perceived by the
school staff (Miles 1998: 53).
The expediency that characterizes the political system is pushing the
educational staff into rash decisions. An innovation that has been forced to be
implemented without considering the real needs of the school and its complexity has
no chance of surviving. The problem is that the schools are thought to be the perfect
organizations that are ready to accept and implement any innovative project without a
chance of failure. However, this is something that cannot happen, according to the
literature (Fullan & Miles 1992: 745-148).
As stated by many researchers the definition of innovation can act as an
inhibitory factor and also its characteristics can foretell its ending. Sometimes the time
pressure leads to the implementation of innovation without further investigation about
her appropriateness for the reason that it's needed. As a result, the innovation itself
does not need either the criteria or needs of the students and the teachers causing the
distribution of the functioning of the school community (Hopkins et al 1997: 74-6).
The fragmentation of an innovation during the whole process of its
implementation exacerbates the situation. The fragmentation is really easy to appear
when a variety of innovative ideas that are diametrically different want to be applied at
the same time, this is the time that a fragmentation takes place. The storm of the
teachers with a plethora of innovative ideas can create a general confusion which can
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lead to a discouragement of the most zealous supporters. Therefore, the lack of
motivation and internal power to fulfil the ideal implementation can give prosperous
ground for developing failure.
The attitude of the teachers among innovations can be explained either from
the personal point of view or with the culture of the organization in which these
teachers work. In addition, the receiver of the good impact of the innovation is the
school and as a living organism it has its own values, flaws and ways of managing
things.
Therefore, the absence of cooperation, the lack of future vision, the guidance
of the director and the pressure of local society makes it difficult to implement an
innovation without the risk of failing.
The director of the school is the one that has to ensure the implementation of
an innovation. The director’s point of view and his or her role into the innovation
process that define its result, providing a better school environment, without any
source of individualism (Παπακωνσταντίνου, 2008). The director must act as the
leader that will convey the needs and interest of the school (Χατζηπαναγιώτου, 2014).
However, if the director is not capable of managing the powers that resist to the
implementation and even act as facilitator of the whole process then the result will be
the failure (Κουτούζης, 1999· Μαυρογιώργος, 2008· Παπακωνσταντίνου, 2008).
Consequently, the way of management and the school culture can act as
inhibitory factors when it comes to implementing an innovative idea. The director is
the one that has to look after creating the ideal working environment, the interpersonal
affairs and good communication as well as developing further relations with external
organizations. The absence of the above makes the whole procedure even more
difficult (Hopkings 1997). The director that has no vision and just simple apply the
decisions that are written in the circulars of the ministry cause a strong feeling of
passivity and lack of action to the rest of the educational staff, hindering further the
innovation (Καράμπελας et al, 2006). So the role of the school director in educational
innovations is as important as the role of the teachers (Σαΐτης, 2002).
Moreover, a further obstacle in the implementation process is the negative
attitude of the teachers (Greenan et al., 1998). This mostly happens because no one is
giving them the right to tell their opinions when it comes the time of receiving relevant
decisions (Ιορδανιδης 2006). The character of the educational system is mainly
centralized and there are a few administrative duties for the rest ones (Λαΐνας, 2000
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Kουτούζης, 2012). Therefore, the teachers do not have the ability of participating into
the processes that shape the school’s policy and as a result the programs that have an
institutional character will fail. The educational staff having a small amount of
initiative opportunities tend to implement innovations without beings able to do
otherwise (Everard & Morris, 1999· Δακοπούλου, 2008· Βότση, 2016). It is cleared
that the innovative ideas that have the form of government order have no chance of
succeeding (Townsend & Bates 2007· Harris, 2009).
Furthermore, the educational staff perceives the whole idea of the innovations
as an extra burden to their work. An innovation to them can come along with anxiety,
insecurities and fear for the new (Morrish, 1976· Μάνεσης και συν., 2006· Fullan,
2007). The negative feelings act as inhibitory factors to the implementation
(Zimmerman, 2006). Additionally to the negative feelings, the past failures of other
innovative projects and the threat that may feel because of their abilities and
knowledge that can affect the process. When someone does not believe in him or herself does not have the power to suppress any obstacle that will find among the way of
the implementation and this will result in the failure of the innovation.
Essentially, the following eight factors can lead to the failure of innovation:
❖ The fear of new ideas that have nothing to do with the everyday practices.
❖ The director has the role of acting as a representative of the ministry.
❖ The schools are considered to be individual units that need configuration and
not perceived as constantly evolving organizations.
❖ The absence of essential training and support to the educational staff.
❖ The lack of combination between the theory and practice.
❖ The emphasis is wrongly given to the innovation itself and not at its possible
outcomes.
❖ The social and cultural stimulates are missing.
❖ The special group of the ministry that creates the innovative projects do not
have a clue of the real needs of schools and their daily life.

For the adoption of the school into the needs of its students, when its
characteristics change with the passing of the times and also dealing with the
uncertainty that occur in the educational process, a reforming of the study program
must be done (Γιαννακάκη 2002:120-121). The decentralization that needs to happen
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in schools in order for innovations to occur require the presence of some additional
factor. The transfer of responsibilities to the educational staff is one of them and also
the flexibility of the study program can give space into further future changes that will
assist in applying changes when it is necessary. Moreover, an important factor is the
one of knowledge of the involved parts. When the people that are involved in
innovative projects are well skilled and possess the necessary knowledge are capable
of taking the right decision.
Lastly, the director and the educational staff should be well aware of the
special needs of their schools and with the difficulties that need to be suppressed. This
knowledge can be used in order to create a framework that will lead to new ideas. In
order for this goal to be reached, there is a need for stability by the side of the staff.
The consistent changes of the teachers do not promote the creation of strong bonds and
communication because there must be a short period of time in order the new members
to be adjusted.

5.3. Health System

5.3.1. Reasons for failure of innovations in the public health sector

There have been studies in the public sector about the causes that prevent the
innovation processes in the health system. A single cause can be the beginning of
many more to appear. Below the most common factors that affect the successful
implementation are described.

5.3.2. The complexity and dimensions

In the public sector, the health systems are composed of difficult organizational
levels which are linked together with an internal system. In order for the system to
continue working effectively, there is a need for a number of employees. Each
employee has its own role in the organization and it can either be a professional or a
member of the ancillary staff. Among with the multiple members of the staff, there is
also a great variety of services and organizational adjustments. However, the existence
of so many members and services can lead to the creation of factors that affect the
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implementation of innovations such as shortage of common opinions when it comes
into solving a problem or to find a solution, communication gaps and limited skills.
Commonly, the size of such organizations make them prone to the evolution of
internal problems. Furthermore, the individual parts that are met inside such
organizations make it difficult for them to share a common way of thinking, even a
common way of handling an innovation. As a result, the need of implementing an
innovation cannot be spread and the whole process will not last till the end of the
process.

5.3.3. Legacy

Another common characteristic of the health systems is their constant need to
devote themselves into established procedures that belong to the past and their success
was tested then. There is a general belief among the sector that something has to be
used till the time that cannot be used anymore. The implementation of something new,
of an innovative project for example is less than welcomed and it is perceived as that
will bring the upside down in the whole system and its functionality. Likewise, many
innovations may fail to be implemented simply because they were not invented inside
the sector.

5.3.4. The resistance of the staff
The publics’ sector health systems consist of a great variety of professional
individual groups. Each group has its own methods, ways of communications,
perspectives and a way of handling things. Moreover, each group has its own
leadership that works in a completely different way from the rest ones and has also its
own structure and order. Consequently, maybe there is a reservedness among an
innovation, which is something totally new. The lack of communication between those
individual groups, which belong however in the same system, may impede the
implementation of an innovation and its spreading. For example, there is a great
variety of medical professions and each profession may lack the will to implement
ideas that belong to different professions, even in cases that there is a close
cooperation among them, like in the case of a surgeon and an anesthetist. Furthermore,
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an innovative idea that comes from the lower part of the hierarchy to a higher one may
also be rejected.

5.3.5. Risk disinclination

When it comes to medical professions there is a great prejudice into
implementing an innovation mostly because undertaking an innovation increases the
possible risks, that may affect their patients or their services in general.cin the recent
years, there has been an emphasis into developing confirmed medical practices so as
the possible consequences of new medical innovation projects can be minimized.
According to the definition, an innovation is an idea with no studied outcomes.
Furthermore, in this sector in order for an innovation to be implemented there is a need
for further configurations which make everyone think twice before proposing
something that needs a lot of effort in order to occur.

5.3.6. The political public profile and its liability

The health systems have a strong commitment to the people of the country.
This commitment is translated into offering services with high standards of care. For
all the above, the issues that concern the health systems are of significant importance
and therefore the politics should pay the proper attention to it, otherwise they will face
the medias’ outcry. The media have a tendency into using cases of malpractices and
bad administration in the sector, in order to fulfil their dreams for more TV numbers.
As a result the managers of the health sector and even politicians are more cautious
when they have to implement an innovation since the negative outcomes are
something that will put them into jeopardy. It is well known that an innovative project
is a process that requires smart controlling and well planned decisions. So in the cases
that they pay more attention to the possible risks that in the results, the whole process
can be stopped at any time. In other words the innovation will fail.
5.3.7. Unknown results and need for discussion
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Associated with the previous issues of unknown results and the possible risks
that can occur, the large number of the people that are involved in the health sector
indicate the need of reviewing and planning all the possible changes and
modifications, plus to proceed into further identification of the possible consequences
that come together with an innovative project. This is aggravated by the inability of
predicting the viable effects and the great complexity that characterizes the health
sector. A corresponding problem with the above, is the general nature of innovative
ideas which may lead to the solution of a problem by causing the birth of another in
another part of the sector. This is one of the reasons why the whole project must be
moving carefully because a successful innovation should not cause further problems.

5.3.8. The scale of innovative ideas

The public administrations have posed through the years radical changes. The
radical changes have to do with different reasons that are included in the categories of
national policy and politics. These changes have been implemented with a very fast
pace which did not give proper time for thinking the possible consequences before
applying and as a result many innovations failed to fulfill their goal.

5.3.9. Lack of space for organizational education

On the report of researchers, the general absence of learning in the sector of
organization becomes worse, because of the complexity of the health sector and the
problems that this induces. The non-existence of fruitful dialogue among the
stakeholders and the actors that belong to the same system can only increase the
percentages of failure of the implementation.

5.3.10. The resistance of the public to change

It has been observed a general resistance by the public for changes not only in
the health sector but also in public services. This resistance comes from several factors
such as the age group, national background, wealth etc. For this reason, if the public
opinion is against an innovative idea, then it is very unlikely to emerge. The public has
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on its hands great power to start or even stop a project and the second leads with
mathematical accuracy to failure.

5.3.11. Lack of resources

This is one of the most important factors that affect the implementation of
innovations in the health sector. Especially, this absence can be observed in cases such
as diseases and changes in the demographic sector. The whole situation includes
absence of any kind of financial support, not only in general, but also for the support
of an innovation. Furthermore, this lack of resources may affect other services that are
necessarily required in order to implement innovation. As stated above, the relief of
pressure from a part of the organization may lead into the shift of that pressure to
another part.

5.3.12. Technical obstacles

Whereas the need for developing new ideas is based on technology in order
special needs to be served can act as a driver in the process of change, the lack of
technology in the system may affect the successful implementation of innovation. The
absence of it may lead to the incapability of continuing further the whole process of
the implementation and as a result the innovation will fail (Scott-Morgan, Peter 1994).
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Chapter 6: Goals and expected results
The research questions that provided their guidance through the whole process
of writing this paper can be phrased as follows. What are the definitions of public
sector innovation that are used? Which are the public sector innovation types and the
possible goals of each type? Which are the public sector innovation outcomes and
which are the reasons that can lead to their possible failure?
The results of this study that we can try to predict, are probably the ones that
have a correlation with the factors that can lead an innovative project to its failure that
we could probably predict is a categorization of the types of failure about the
innovations in the public sector. The most possible reasons seem to be economic
difficulties either from the public organization that has to prepare or implement the
innovation project or from the head institution that has decided the implementation of
it to the specific organization. The second most popular reason for failure may be the
lack of organization and of human resources. Lastly, another important factor seems to
be the political interests, which define many of the decisions that are made for an
innovation and can have a great impact on the final result of it.
A question that has been created through the reading of an article based on IT
failures is the following: When can we consider a project as failed? As claimed by a
numerous of researches the past twenty years, the percentages show that 30% of IT
projects were cancelled, another 53% were completed, but over the first forecast and
with less functionality and a 16% was successful.
And now here comes the question. Should a project that was completed, but
with a higher budget, considered as a failure? This is a well done question that is
trying to give a new meaning to the idea of failure. Maybe sometimes, a failure is
something a little bit subjective. For example in the above case Borin would consider a
project successful even with a higher budget whereas researchers such as KoracBoisvertand Kouzmin (1996) would say the exact opposite. In this study there is going
to be an attempt in order to answer the above questions.
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6.1. Definitions
One of remarkable issues is that many of the records that are scanned did not
mention any type of definition about innovation. Most common innovation expresses
as an idea or object that is different from any other similar idea or object existing until
now and has value to be discovered. Another reason for creating an innovation is the
need of community for something new in a specific field. Usually when someone is
referring to innovation there is a type that is referring to, either process innovation that
is more common or product innovation or governance innovation or conceptual (De
Vries et al.2016).
On the contrary with innovation definition, which may not be something
specific, innovation types are in most occasions pretty clear. The above types can be
analyzed a little further, for instance the process innovation could be split in the
administrative process innovation and technological process innovation, the first one
take into consideration the invention of new organizational forms concerning
management and creative methods for work enterprise despite the second one
concerning the inventions about the technologies that will be used in the working
environment. The product or service innovation, this type of innovation refers to new
products or customer service and their evolution. Finally, the conceptual innovation
has a more skeptical scope, which concerns the frames and concepts.
According to neo-Schumpeterian perspective, innovation seems to be a nonlinear relationally embedded and geographically bounded phenomena and it is forced
by creative disasters. Following the conditions, government policies play a very
important role within the innovation process. The initial innovation systems ignore the
significance of the regional factors, focusing more on the national or sectoral factors.
The agglomerative economies and the external economies are two equivalent but
different operating levels of region, independently of the type and the size of the
innovation system. One of the most significant types of the innovations systems is the
national innovation system in its most regular edition is the regional innovation
system, which we could split it in two parts. The knowledge generation subsystem and
the knowledge exploitation subsystem. Usually, innovation policy instruments are
systemic because they have a complex of multi-actor, multi-scalar and multistakeholder relationships. Innovation policy could be more adaptive to the
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shortcomings of innovations actors focusing on specificities and intricacies, which
create the dynamics of each policy system.

6.2. Results
This study provided a great amount of information and this is why some results
can be reached. First of all the public organizations should shift themselves through all
stages of the implementation if they want to have a successful result. However, even if
they do not manage to avoid it they have to remember that failure is actually a part of
the innovation process. It can act as a great source of knowledge and as an innovation
engine for public organizations. Knowledge can be a great tool for avoiding failure.
Avoiding success and failure trap can be easily handled with an ambidextrous strategy.
According to this strategy, every organization needs to develop both exploration and
exploitation in order to function balance its needs and have a successful
implementation. The system has to understand that every society has its own needs
and this is why all the innovations should be applied in the proper times and affect the
target group that they are made for.
The type of governance also plays a key role in the implementation process.
The typical governance is characterized by strong resistance to change, risk
declination and a hierarchical structure factors that do not leave space to free thinking,
acting and creating major clusters in the implementation process. Network governance
has its own difficulties regarding communication, lack of central power and these are
the reasons why innovations do not have any long term application. On the other hand
the hybrid form requires high levels of collaboration between different authorities and
the apparent barriers have to do with lack of resources and management. This is why
each type of innovation should be applied only in compatible organizations.
Open innovations are new to the market. This kind of innovation is newly
introduced and this is why extra care is needed. There are not yet any policies
regarding its successful implementation and this is why failure cannot be easily
overcome. Since it involves less skilled individuals having no hard time restrictions,
aborting the fear of telling small errors, skilled leadership and resources of any kind
may have a great impact in the implementation process. Important attention should be
given to the technological processes that are included in these projects.
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The sub-sectors of the public sector like education, health system and
constructional industry have their own obstacles that can cause their failure. In the
constructional projects held by the government, lack of human and financial resources,
headship, external forces and management can bring failure. In health systems, their
organizational complexity, the restrictions of the staff, the possible risks, the type of
governance, the scale of innovative ideas, the liability, the lack of space for
organizational education and lastly lack of technological abilities do not give space so
as innovations to flourish. In the part of education the external factors, like
bureaucracy, the internal, like human resources, and the individual factors do act as
major clusters in the implementation process.

Table 5: Failure Factors

Factors

Article No

Total

Leadership

3,5,6,8,9,10,15,19,23,34,38,39,43,
46,47,51,52,54,57,58,60,61,63,66,
68,71,78,79,82,83,84,85,98,108,111,
113,115,128,129,139,145,146,148,
153,155,158,193

47

Economic

2,6,19,23,51,57,71,78,97,107
130,142,145,143,146

15

Lack of resources (human
or financial)

1,3,6,27,48,49,53,75,76,79,
80,87,88,97,98,108,109,113,
114,120,126,134,142,145,178,191

26

Lack of cooperation and
communication

3,8,9,10,14,24,26,27,28,36,
41,39,50,57,61,64,76,78,79,
83,92,98,107,108,113,118, 127,
132,134,145,148,151,153,
156,155,157,159,165,173, 182

40

Existence of competition

2,3,6,57,78,79,91,100,148

9

Working environment

1,3,5,31,35,40,48,49,52,57,61
64,65,66,69,74,95,97,98,100,108,
123,131,134,135,139,142,145,146,
147,156,158,159,160,165,166,169,
171,178,185,187,190

42

Short-terminism
Strategy mistakes

51,65,104
5,17,22,29,31,33,39,40,54,67
74,77,89,92,101,107,140,143,
145,154

3
20
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Entrepreneurship

8,9,10,17,18,29,30,31,35,39,
40,55,56,64,67,74,77,83,89,
98,101,108,111,140,145,155,
162,164,166,168,171,174, 184

33

Political controversies

2,57,82,143

4

Technological changes

3,15,20,21,28,34,43,46,49,57,
59,60,70,78,86,98,114,118,
122,139,141,147,193

23

Social

37,90

2

Ecological issues

3,6,23,26,57,63,118,126,136,
148,149

11

Bureaucracy and law

2,6,19,27,28,34,46,57,62,65,
66,75,76,79,82,97,120,126,
128,129,133,135,142,143,
145,146,172

27
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Chapter Discussion & Conclusions

Discussion
The research, which reported in this thesis provides evidence of the failures of
innovations in public sector organizations. Many factors have been spotted and
analyzed thoroughly. By emphasizing in more than one public sector, like health
systems, education, governance we were able to understand the barriers in each sector
and make an overall review of the basic clusters that assist into the failure of the
implementation of innovative projects. Having in mind this framework and the data
that have been collected some areas of future research have been pointed out.

Knowledge, motivation and stability

Firstly, further research needs to be done in the part of balancing exploration
and exploitation, especially in the part that affects the management. The management
of public organizations can be pushed to eliminate the old practices, the bureaucratic
rules and the inertia that characterizes it, by simply focusing on balancing these
powers. Furthermore, there is a strong need for methods that will empower the
motivation of the public implementers either if they are called teachers, doctors or
employees in social services. In combination with that the government has to find
stable ways of economic resources, especially for projects that their success relies on,
so as to avoid a possible abundance of the project because of the lack of funds.

Cooperation and communication

Moreover, there is a need for ways that will lead to fruitful communication
among the members. This communication is vital, particularly in the part of where the
members of the team belong to different public organizations. So, a way must be
found for a constant tracking of the development and the needs of the innovation
projects. When it comes to the communication among public and private organizations
there are many things that need to be cleared out. Because of the contradictory nature
of these organizations there are a few cooperative projects among these organizations
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which is something that has to change. Each one has its own advantages and
disadvantages and that is why further research should be done on how to combine
these two organizations, so as to receive a successful innovative project.

Technology perspective

With the evolving of the times new technologies should start being part of the
organizations. However, there is also a need for skilled staff that know how to handle
them. This is the reason why the public organizations should have in their foundations
well educated employees and leave aside the hiring of unworthy and unskilled
individuals. The long period of operating in this way needs a lot of effort in order to be
surpassed but it is crucial if the public organizations want to be pioneers of innovation.

Open innovation

It is the newest form of innovation and this is the reason why there are not
many studies or applications so as to collect data. The use of unskilled individuals
gives to the project the opportunity to be more inclusive, however their lack of
knowledge in basic sectors, like technology needs to be overcomed somehow. If a way
is found, then more organizations will try to implement them and then there will be
more data for future research.

Conclusions
Many times they do not have a strategic plan or approach and this has as result
not to have long term vision. Economic issues are based on the subsidies and lack of
recognition of the specificities of the local entrepreneurial ecosystem. Also, the
changing of the government people and policies place an important role for the
innovations in the public sector.
As it can be understood by this thesis, innovation plays a major role in the
improvement of public organizations. It should not be perceived as an optional tool but
as something with great value. The organizations that have understood its value are
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trying to implement it, but obstacles do appear and put the whole process of the
implementation into juperty. Depending on the type of the public organization the
factors that lead to the failure of such projects are different. However, the most of
them have in common poor leadership, lack of communication, economical and
human resources, sufficient technology and the type of governance. These factors have
been examined, yet further research is needed on how to overcome such barriers.
Especially for the scholars that focus on failure regarding services and open
innovations there is still a lot of research to be done, so as to avoid future failures
simply because the key to improvement is the deep understanding of the roots of the
problem so as to reduce the future failure of innovative projects in the sector.
More or less, innovation is involved in almost every part of our daily lives and
there is a chain between the factors that can lead to successful implementation. A
broken chain can cause failure and this is why before starting a project there is a need
for strong determination, work and good planning. The use of the ambidexterity
strategy and open innovation can help into the creation of a more prosperous
environment for innovations and decrease the chances of failure.
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